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Investment Companies Industry Developments—2012/13

Notice to Readers
This Audit Risk Alert replaces Investment Companies Industry Developments—
2011/12.
This Audit Risk Alert is intended to provide auditors of financial statements of
investment companies with an overview of recent economic, industry, technical,
regulatory, and professional developments that may affect the audits and other
engagements they perform. This Audit Risk Alert can also be used by an entity's
internal management to address areas of audit concern.
This publication is an other auditing publication, as defined in AU-C section
200, Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit
in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards). Other auditing publications have no authoritative status;
however, they may help the auditor understand and apply generally accepted
auditing standards.
In applying the auditing guidance included in an other auditing publication,
the auditor should, using professional judgment, assess the relevance and appropriateness of such guidance to the circumstances of the audit. The auditing
guidance in this document has been reviewed by the AICPA Audit and Attest
Standards staff and published by the AICPA and is presumed to be appropriate. This document has not been approved, disapproved, or otherwise acted on
by a senior technical committee of the AICPA.
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Feedback
The Audit Risk Alert Investment Companies Industry Developments is published annually. As you encounter audit or industry issues that you believe
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warrant discussion in next year's Audit Risk Alert, please feel free to share
them with us. Any other comments that you have about this Audit Risk
Alert would also be appreciated. You may e-mail these comments to A&A
Publications@aicpa.org.
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Investment Companies Industry Developments—2012/13

How This Alert Helps You
.01 This Audit Risk Alert (alert) helps you plan and perform your investment company audits and can also be used by an entity's internal management
to identify issues significant to the industry. This alert provides information
to assist you in achieving a more robust understanding of the business, economic, and regulatory environments in which your clients operate. This alert
is an important tool to help you identify the significant risks that may result in
material misstatements of financial statements and delivers information about
current accounting, auditing, and regulatory developments. For developing issues that may have a significant impact on the investment company industry
in the near future, the section titled "On the Horizon" provides information
on these topics, including guidance that has either been issued but is not yet
effective or is in a development stage.
.02 This alert is intended to be used in conjunction with the Audit Risk
Alert General Accounting and Auditing Developments—2012/13 (product nos.
ARAGEN12P, ARAGEN12E, or WGE-XX), which explains important issues
that affect all entities in all industries in the current economic climate. You
should refer to the full text of accounting and auditing pronouncements, as well
as the full text of any rules or publications that are discussed in this alert.
.03 It is essential that the auditor understand the meaning of audit risk
and the interaction of audit risk with the objective of obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence. In AU-C section 200, Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in Accordance With Generally
Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards), audit risk is
broadly defined as the risk that the auditor expresses an inappropriate audit
opinion when the financial statements are materially misstated. Further, paragraph .A3 of AU-C section 315, Understanding the Entity and Its Environment
and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement (AICPA, Professional Standards), explains that the auditor is required to exercise professional judgment
to determine the extent of the required understanding of the entity. The auditor's primary consideration is whether the understanding of the entity that
has been obtained is sufficient to meet the objective stated in AU-C section
315. AU-C section 315 states that the objective of the auditor is to identify and
assess the risks of material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, at the
financial statement and relevant assertion levels through understanding the
entity and its environment, including the entity's internal control, thereby providing a basis for designing and implementing responses to the assessed risks
of material misstatement. The depth of the overall understanding that is required by the auditor is less than that possessed by management in managing
the entity.

Economic and Industry Developments
LIBOR Scandal
.04 In June 2012, Barclays Bank was fined approximately $450 million
for its involvement in illegally manipulating the daily London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) between 2005 and 2009. Barclays was fined for submitting
rates that were either higher or lower than their actual estimates. U.K. and
U.S. regulators continue to investigate the remaining British banks involved
in setting the LIBOR rate and other banks that may be involved in the scandal.
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In addition, several large mutual fund companies have initiated internal investigations into whether their funds were harmed by the scandal.
.05 Investment companies are invested in a variety of securities and other
financial instruments with interest rates tied to LIBOR. For example, U.S.
money market funds may be invested in short-term debt based on LIBOR and
bond funds may include fixed-income securities or derivatives whose rates are
often tied to LIBOR. If collusion among bankers kept the LIBOR rate artificially
low, borrowers with loans tied to LIBOR would have benefited with the lower
than actual interest rate payments whereas investment companies investing
into investments based on LIBOR would have received lower returns.
.06 Because LIBOR is calculated and published in London by the British
Bankers Association, the rate is under U.K. jurisdiction. However, U.K. regulators have no direct supervisory authority over LIBOR. Regulators are currently
in the process of determining an approach to reform LIBOR or identifying an
alternative. Martin Wheatley, Managing Director of the U.K. Financial Services Authority, was commissioned to undertake a review of the framework
for fixing LIBOR. On August 10, 2012, an initial discussion paper containing
a number of proposals to address the current failings of the regime was published. On September 28, 2012, the Wheatley Review published its final report,
The Wheatley Review of LIBOR, which includes a 10 point plan for comprehensive reform of LIBOR. The British government will examine the Wheatley
review recommendations, including the costs and benefits of the proposal, and
the design and implementation options. Readers can access The Wheatley Review of LIBOR from either www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/wheatley˙review.htm or
http://cdn.hm-treasury.gov.uk/wheatley review libor finalreport 280912.pdf.
.07 While the effects of the manipulated LIBOR rates on investment returns are being investigated, auditors should consider this issue when reviewing investments related to LIBOR. For example, auditors should be alert for
significant changes in the structure of investments, which may include replacing the LIBOR rate with another more reliable base rate.

European Debt Crisis
.08 The European Union (EU) continues to face unprecedented challenges
as it works to stabilize its ongoing and deepening debt crisis. The ongoing series of crises began in 2009 when the new government in Greece exposed concealed deficits of unprecedented and unsustainable levels. Fears of bankruptcy
led to rounds of significant bailout packages and cuts in public spending.
The credit quality of sovereign debt issues has also deteriorated in Italy and
Spain (two much larger economies), and in Portugal. In 2012, Spain accepted
a bailout for its troubled banks in response to increasingly urgent requests
from other European countries and the United States. Along with the bailout
agreement, Spain's borrowing costs rose due to doubts concerning whether the
country could repay the funds or not. Additionally, the International Monetary Fund warned of deflation risk in the eurozone, particularly in low-growth
countries.
.09 Due to the interrelated lending relationships and the significant debt
exposures between banks in Europe, losses in one country can significantly
affect the stability of other countries. Losses could extend to U.S. financial institutions that have exposures to European banks regardless of the country.
For example, U.S. banks have a large exposure to French banks, which have
substantial exposure to Italy, Greece, and Spain. U.S. financial institutions
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have taken steps to mitigate the exposure to European banks, which include
reviewing and limiting counterparty exposures and building additional capital. In addition, another risk that has been discussed is that a country could
leave the euro currency. Depending on the country and the conditions of the
departure, such a change could have significant effects on the value of the
currency.
.10 Paragraphs 20–21 of Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 825-10-50 explain that, except in
certain scenarios, an entity should disclose all significant concentrations of
credit risk arising from all financial instruments, whether from an individual
counterparty or groups of counterparties. The following should be disclosed
about each significant concentration:

r
r

r

Information about the (shared) activity, region, or economic characteristic that identifies the concentration
The maximum amount of loss due to credit risk that, based on
the gross fair value of the financial instrument, the entity would
incur if parties to the financial instruments that make up the
concentration completely failed to perform according to the terms
of the contracts and the collateral or other security, if any, for the
amount due proved to be of no value to the entity
With respect to collateral, all of the following:
— The entity's policy of requiring collateral or other security
to support financial instruments subject to credit risk
— Information about the entity's access to that collateral or
other security

r

— The nature and a brief description of the collateral or
other security supporting those financial instruments
With respect to master netting arrangements, all of the following:
— The entity's policy of entering into master netting arrangements to mitigate the credit risk of financial instruments
— Information about the arrangements for which the entity
is a party
— A brief description of the terms of those arrangements,
including the extent to which they would reduce the entity's maximum amount of loss due to credit risk.

.11 Entities should evaluate any concentrations of credit risk to determine
whether these disclosures are appropriate under the circumstances. Depending
on an investment company's direct or indirect exposure to debt from troubled
European countries such as Greece, Ireland, Italy, or Spain, this may be a
consideration. Registered investment companies may also want to consider
disclosing these occurrences as current market events in the Management's
Discussion of Fund Performance (MDFP) section.

Investment Company Trends
.12 As discussed in the Investment Company Institute (ICI) 2012 Investment Company Fact Book, U.S. registered investment companies managed
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$13.0 trillion at year-end 2011, a $129 billion decrease from year-end 2010. Major stock indexes in the United States and abroad fell during 2011, contributing
to a decrease in total net assets invested in domestic and international equity
markets. In addition, the value of U.S. equity and bond funds that held international assets was lower due to the strengthening of the U.S. dollar.
.13 Investment companies have been among the largest investors in the
domestic financial markets over the past 20 years. They held a significant
portion of the outstanding shares of U.S. issued stocks, bonds, and money
market securities in 2011 and managed 23 percent of households' financial
assets at year-end 2011, unchanged from 2010.
.14 Additional facts and figures can be found in the ICI 2012 Investment
Company Fact Book at www.ici.org.

Mutual Fund Trends
.15 According to the ICI Trends in Mutual Fund Investing, September
2012, with $12.75 trillion in assets as of September 30, 2012, the U.S. mutual
fund industry increased $1.1 trillion from December 31, 2011, as stock funds
and taxable bond funds showed net inflows to offset the outflows in money
market funds.
.16 Average expenses paid by mutual fund investors continued their downward trend in 2011. Mutual fund expenses have been lower due to economies
of scale, competition among existing fund sponsors, and new fund sponsors in
the industry. Other factors include the shift by investors toward no-load share
classes, which tend to have lower-than-average expense ratios. These trends
remain in 2012 as fee-conscious investors have been putting pressure on fund
companies to offer low-cost options.
.17 Readers can access the latest monthly mutual fund statistics from the
ICI Monthly Trends in Mutual Fund Investing website at www.ici.org.

Money Market Funds
.18 Money market funds continued to experience outflows in 2011, but
at a reduced pace from those seen in 2009 and 2010, which were driven in
part by a response to the financial crisis of 2007 and 2008. In 2012 the financial crisis remained a factor, but to a lesser extent, and other reasons contributed to the limited inflows to money market funds. These factors included
the low, short-term interest rate environment, the European debt crisis, and
the U.S. federal government's temporary extension of unlimited deposit insurance on noninterest-bearing checking accounts. The industry continued to
draw scrutiny after the September 2008 collapse of the $62.5 billion Reserve
Primary Fund (which held debt issued by Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc.)
and the subsequent events that contributed to the freezing of the global credit
markets. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) adopted changes to
money market funds in response to the financial crisis in 2010. However, in August 2012, the regulator was unable to reach the majority consensus needed to
put forward additional proposals for reform. See the subsequent money market
fund reform discussion within the "On the Horizon" section of this alert.

Exchange-Traded Funds
.19 In the past five years, demand for exchange-traded funds (ETFs),
which are typically also based on indexes and tend to have low costs, has
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increased as institutional investors found ETFs to be a convenient vehicle for
participating in, or hedging against, significant swings in the stock market.
Increased awareness of these investment vehicles by retail investors and their
financial advisers has also influenced demand for ETFs. According to the ETF
Industry Association September 2012 ETF Data Report, assets in U.S. listed
ETFs and exchange-traded notes totaled approximately $1.3 trillion at September 30, 2012, an increase of 34 percent above September 30, 2011, when assets
totaled $973 billion.
.20 Increased investor demand for ETFs led to a rapid increase in the
number of ETFs created by fund sponsors in the past decade. During the period
of 2001 to 2011, more than 1,200 ETFs were created and few ETFs had been
liquidated. The data report further noted at September 30, 2012, there were
1,455 U.S. listed products, a net increase of 9 percent compared to the 1,335
U.S. listed products at September 30, 2011.
.21 Readers can access the latest monthly ETF data from the ETF Industry Association website at www.etf-ia.com.

Conclusions
.22 An auditor may consider the overall trend of decreasing management
fees and pressure to control fund expenses due to increased costs from enhanced
regulatory and compliance requirements when understanding the entity and
its environment. With increasing competition and pressure to enhance returns
and decreasing fees and expenses, management may have incentive to act
more aggressively when considering investment choices, accounting policies,
or other significant matters. As explained in AU-C section 315, obtaining an
understanding of the entity and its environment is a continuous, dynamic process of gathering, updating, and analyzing information throughout the audit.
The understanding of the entity establishes a frame of reference within which
the auditor plans the audit and exercises professional judgment throughout
the audit when

r
r
r
r
r
r

assessing risks of material misstatement of the financial statements;
determining materiality in accordance with AU-C section 320,
Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards);
considering the appropriateness of the selection and application
of accounting policies and the adequacy of financial statement
disclosures;
identifying areas for which special audit consideration may be
necessary (for example, related party transactions, the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern assumption,
considering the business purpose of transactions, or the existence
of complex and unusual transactions);
developing expectations for use when performing analytical procedures;
responding to the assessed risks of material misstatement, including designing and performing further audit procedures to obtain
sufficient appropriate audit evidence; and
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evaluating the sufficiency and appropriateness of audit evidence
obtained, such as the appropriateness of assumptions and management's oral and written representations.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission Trends
.23 Global futures and options contract volume decreased by 10 percent to
11.1 billion contracts from 12.4 billion contracts, comparing the first 6 months
of 2012 to the same period in 2011. In the first 6 months of 2012, volume on U.S.
futures exchanges was 3.8 billion contracts, a 7 percent decrease from the same
period in 2011. Volume traded on foreign exchanges amounted to 7.4 billion
contracts in the first 6 months of 2012, a 12 percent decrease from the same
2011 period. Trading volume in interest rate and equity products continued to
account for well over half of worldwide trading volume.
.24 The total amounts required under Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) regulations to be held in segregated or secured accounts (including retail forex obligations of $848 million) on behalf of future commission
merchant customers decreased from June 30, 2011, by $14 billion to approximately $178 billion as of June 30, 2012.

Legislative and Regulatory Developments
Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012
.25 The Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (JOBS Act) was enacted on
April 5, 2012, with the purpose of stimulating the growth of small to midsized
companies by making it easier for startup and emerging growth companies
to raise capital and to meet regulatory reporting requirements. The SEC's
Division of Corporation Finance released frequently asked questions (FAQs)
to provide guidance on the implementation and application of the JOBS Act.
Questions 20 and 21 specifically address investment companies.
.26 The JOBS Act creates regulatory relief for a new type of issuer—
the emerging growth company. An emerging growth company is defined as
any issuer with gross revenues of less than $1 billion during the prior fiscal year that has gone public after December 8, 2011. According to questions
20 and 21 of the FAQs, an investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (the 1940 Act) would not qualify as an emerging
growth company under Title I of the JOBS Act. Registered investment companies are subject to separate disclosure and reporting requirements, which
were designed to address the particular structure and operations of investment
companies.
.27 However, business development companies (BDCs) may qualify as
emerging growth companies. BDCs are closed-end investment companies that
are regulated pursuant to Sections 55-65 of the 1940 Act. BDCs invest in
startup and emerging growth companies for which they may provide significant managerial experience and are subject to many of the disclosure and other
requirements from which Title I provides exemptions, including executive compensation disclosure, say-on-pay votes, Management Discussion and Analysis,
and Section 404(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
.28 For additional information on the JOBS Act, readers are encouraged to refer to the AICPA Audit Risk Alert General Accounting and Auditing
Developments—2012/13.
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Extension of the Ban on Third-Party Solicitations in the
Pay-to-Play Rule
.29 Rule 206(4)-5, Political Contributions by Certain Investment Advisers, (pay-to-play rule) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Advisers Act),
which was adopted in June 2010, among other provisions, addresses third
parties operating on behalf of an investment adviser. The rule prohibits an
adviser (including certain executives and employees of the adviser, referred
to as covered associates) from paying a third-party to solicit a government
client on its behalf, unless the third-party is an SEC-registered investment
adviser, or a broker-dealer subject to similar pay-to-play restrictions. The
rule also prohibits an adviser or covered associates from engaging in pay-toplay conduct indirectly, such as by directing or funding contributions through
third parties, which include spouses, lawyers, or companies affiliated with the
adviser.
.30 After the pay-to-play rule was adopted, a new category of registrants,
called municipal advisers, was created as a result of the Dodd-Frank Act.
Municipal advisers were subsequently included by the SEC as another type
of third-party potentially excepted from the third-party solicitor ban. In the
case of broker-dealers and municipal advisers, the ban stated that solicitors
must be subject to the pay-to-play restrictions that are expected to be adopted
by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) and the Municipal
Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB).
.31 At the time of initial adoption by the SEC, the compliance date for the
third-party solicitation ban was September 13, 2011, which was intended to
provide registrants with a transition period to revise their compliance policies
and procedures and conform to the rule preventing future violations. Likewise,
the transition period was designed to provide an opportunity for FINRA and
the MSRB to adopt similar pay-to-play rules and for the SEC to assess whether
the rules met the specific requirements of the pay-to-play rule. Due to delays
in the adoption of a FINRA pay-to-play regulation and implications resulting
from the addition of the municipal advisers category, the SEC moved the thirdparty solicitation ban compliance deadline from September 13, 2011, to June
13, 2012.
.32 On June 8, 2012, the SEC extended the compliance date for the thirdparty solicitor provisions a second time through Release No. IA-3418, Political
Contributions by Certain Investment Advisers: Ban on Third-Party Solicitation
(Extension of Compliance Date). As a result, the formal compliance deadline,
which had been set for June 13, 2012, was changed to an indeterminate date 9
months following the compliance date to be set forth in the SEC's final rules for
the registration of municipal advisers, which have been proposed but not yet
adopted. The SEC expects that once the final rules concerning who may qualify
as a municipal adviser are issued by the SEC and the final rules regarding
pay-to-play are adopted by FINRA and the MSRB, advisers will have greater
clarity regarding status and registration obligations. The SEC expects that the
additional 9 months will provide sufficient time for advisers to assess the rules
and adjust compliance policies and procedures as needed.
.33 Readers can access the full text of Release No. IA-3418 on the SEC
website at www.sec.gov. Auditors may wish to discuss the extension of the
new rule with their clients and encourage management to adjust compliance
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policies and procedures in the allotted transition period when the rules have
been finalized.

Investment Adviser Performance Compensation
.34 Section 205, Investment Advisory Contracts, of the Advisers Act governs the manner in in a way that generally restricts investment advisers
from entering into a performance-based compensation arrangement with their
clients. The Advisers Act permits the SEC to exempt certain advisory contracts and, under SEC Rule 205-3, registered investment advisers may charge
clients performance fees if the client's net worth or assets-under-management
by the adviser meet certain dollar thresholds. Under this rule, investors of
certain investment funds (registered investment companies, business development companies, and certain private investment companies) would need to
be "qualified clients" if they are charged performance-based compensation. Investors who meet the net worth or asset thresholds outlined in Rule 205-3 are
deemed to be "qualified clients," which means the investors are considered to
be financially experienced and have the ability to bear the risks associated with
performance fee arrangements.
.35 In July 2011, the SEC issued an order approving the adjustment for
inflation of the dollar amounts used in the net worth test and the assets-undermanagement tests in Rule 205-3 (see Release No. IA-3236). In February 2012,
the SEC issued Release No. IA-3372, Investment Adviser Performance Compensation, codified the increased dollar amount test specified in the order, and
revised the calculation used to determine net worth. The revised rule requires
qualified clients to have at least $1 million of assets-under-management with
the adviser, up from $750,000, or a net worth of at least $2 million, up from
$1.5 million. The net worth calculation was revised to include the following
exclusions:

r
r

The value of a person's primary residence will no longer be included as an asset
Indebtedness secured by a person's primary residence that is in
excess of the fair market value of the residence will be included
as a liability

.36 The increase in the thresholds was required by the Dodd-Frank Act,
which also provides that the SEC will issue an order making inflation adjustments to the dollar thresholds every five years. The revisions to the net worth
calculation were not required by the Dodd-Frank Act, but rather correspond
to the primary residence exclusion used in the recently amended definition for
an accredited investor under Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933, which
was required by the Dodd-Frank Act.
.37 A grandfather provision to the performance fee rule permits registered investment advisers to continue charging performance fees if the clients,
including investors in private investment companies, were considered qualified clients before the rule changed. In addition, the grandfather provision will
permit those investment advisers that were newly registered, and were not
previously required to be registered, to continue charging performance fees to
those clients they were already assessing performance fees prior to the adviser
registering with the SEC.
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.38 Readers can access the full text of Release No. IA-3372 on the SEC
website at www.sec.gov.

SEC Staff Comments and Observations
Disclaimer: The following comments and observations were compiled by
the AICPA Investment Companies Expert Panel and AICPA staff and are
not authoritative positions or interpretations issued by the SEC or its staff.
The highlights were not transcribed by the SEC or its staff and have not been
considered or acted upon by the SEC or its staff. Accordingly, these comments
and observations do not constitute a statement of the views of the SEC or its
staff. This is not intended to be a comprehensive list.

Custody Rule

Pooled Investment Vehicles—Defined Contribution Plans
.39 As discussed in question XII.1 of the SEC staff's custody rule FAQs, a
related person of an investment adviser may act as the trustee of a participantdirected defined contribution plan established for the benefit of the adviser's
employees. Further, as the trustee, this related person may select the service
providers for the plan and may select the investment options available under
the plan (for example, mutual funds). The assets of the plan do not need to be
treated as client assets of which the adviser has custody in these circumstances
solely because the related person of the adviser is trustee, provided that

r
r

neither the investment adviser nor a related person otherwise acts
as an investment adviser to the plan or any investment option
available under the plan and
the investment adviser and the related person trustee are, to the
extent applicable, in compliance with the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 and rules and regulations issued
there under with respect to the plan.

.40 However, the adviser is deemed to have custody of the plan when one
of the plan's investment options is a pooled investment vehicle (PIV) managed
by the adviser. The SEC staff indicated that, in this situation, all of the plan
assets are subject to the custody rule as both the plan and the PIV are clients
of the investment adviser.

Surprise Examinations—Date Selection
.41 An adviser subject to Rule 206(4)-2(a)(4) of the Advisers Act must
have a surprise examination performed at least once during each calendar
year with the first examination commencing within six months of the adviser
becoming subject to the surprise examination requirement if the annual audit
provision (as described in the rule release for the custody rule) is not utilized.
If the adviser maintains client assets as a qualified custodian (QC), the adviser
must receive a report on the internal controls of the QC within six months
of becoming subject to the requirement, and the first surprise examination
would need to occur no later than six months after obtaining the internal
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control report. Although question I.3 of the SEC staff's custody rule FAQs
clarifies that a surprise examination must commence on or before the end of
the 2010 calendar year, the SEC staff has pointed to footnote 37 of the SEC's
adopting release and confirmed that Question I.3 was intended as transitional
guidance for 2010 only. Three unique scenarios have been illustrated in the
subsequent paragraphs to provide further clarification on surprise examination
date selection.
.42 For example, the date selected for the surprise exam (that is, the "as
of" date) for an adviser who registered with the SEC on October 31, 2012,
and uses an independent QC should be no later than April 30, 2013. If the
adviser is a QC and acting as a QC on behalf of the PIV, an internal control
report must be received no later than April 30, 2013, and the date selected for
the first surprise exam should be no later than October 31, 2013. In addition,
the surprise examination should be completed within 120 days from the date
selected. For the adviser that first became subject to the custody rule in October
2012, as long as the surprise examination occurs as of a date in 2013, no
additional surprise examination would need to be performed until the calendar
year 2014.
.43 An adviser to a PIV that registered with the SEC in January 2012
would satisfy the audit provision in Rule 206(4)-2(b)(4) of the Advisers Act and
would not be required to have a surprise examination (assuming the PIV does
not liquidate in 2012), if the following criteria are met:

r
r

r

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with U.S.
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
A financial statement audit is performed by an independent public accountant (that is, an accountant that meets the standards
of independence in Rule 2-01[b] and [c] under Regulation S-X)
that is registered with, and subject to regular inspection by, the
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) in accordance with its rules as of the commencement of the professional
engagement period and as of each calendar year-end
The PIV distributes its audited financial statements within 120
days after the PIV's year-end (or, as described in Questions VI.8A
and VI.8B of the SEC staff's custody rule FAQs, 180 days for a
fund of funds or 260 days for a fund of fund of funds) to all limited
partners (or members or other beneficial owners)

.44 If an adviser became subject to the custody rule when it launched
a PIV in November 2012 and the adviser did not have an audit of the PIV
performed as of December 31, 2012 (the PIV's year-end), but the date selected
for the surprise examination occurred within six months (by May 2013), the
PIV would not need an audit performed for 2013 for its adviser to satisfy the
custody rule. However, if the adviser uses the 2013 surprise examination of
the PIV to comply with the custody rule for 2012 and 2013 (as opposed to using
the audit provision in Rule 206(4)-2(b)(4) of the Advisers Act), the adviser is
required to

r
r
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Annual Audit Provision
.45 In order to establish an interim program of inspection related to audits
of brokers and dealers,1 on July 18, 2011, Seward and Kissel LLP requested
the SEC staff to provide guidance regarding the temporary rule adopted by the
PCAOB on June 14, 2011. In light of the temporary rule, on July 21, 2011, the
staff issued a no-action letter in response to Seward and Kissel LLP stating that
it would not recommend enforcement action to the Commission under Section
206(4) of the Advisers Act and Rule 206(4)-2 thereunder against an investment
adviser who, for purposes of compliance with the custody rule, engages an
auditor to (1) perform a surprise examination of an investment adviser who
maintains, or who has custody because a related person maintains, client funds
or securities as QC in connection with advisory services provided to clients, (2)
prepare an internal control report, or (3) audit the financial statements of a
PIV in connection with the annual audit provision, as long as such auditor was
registered with the PCAOB and was engaged to audit the financial statements
of a broker or a dealer as of the commencement of the professional engagement
period of the respective engagement and as of each calendar-year end. This
response applies until the earlier of the date the SEC approves a PCAOBadopted permanent program for the inspection of broker and dealer auditors
or December 31, 2013.2

529 Plans
.46 In a letter to the SEC requesting no-action assurances, the ICI expressed concern that certain registered investment advisers acting as a 529
plan's program manager may have custody for purposes of the custody rule. As
a result, program managers would be required to undergo a surprise examination of those assets by an independent public accountant. The ICI requested
that a 529 plan be treated as a PIV and exempted from the surprise examination, for purposes of the custody rule, as described in its request.
.47 The ICI represented that advisers to 529 plans could satisfy most of the
conditions in paragraph (b)(4) of the custody rule and would provide 529 plan
accountholders with comparable custody protections as holders of a PIV. For
example, consistent with a PIV, the 529 plan is subject to an annual financial
statement audit by an independent public accountant that is registered with,
and subject to regular inspection by, the PCAOB in accordance with its rules.
The audit is conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) and the audited financial statements are prepared in accordance
with GAAP.
.48 On September 5, 2012, the SEC's Division of Investment Management
staff issued a no-action letter in response to the ICI stating that it would not
recommend enforcement action to the SEC against an investment adviser if the
investment adviser treats the 529 plan for which it is a program manager as a
PIV for purposes of the custody rule. As a result, the 529 plan assets would not
be subject to an annual surprise examination, in reliance upon the following
representations:

r

The 529 plan is a college savings plan.

1
See PCAOB Release No. 2010-008, Proposed Temporary Rule for an Interim Program of Inspection Related to Audits of Brokers and Dealers, at http://pcaobus.org.
2
This response will also cease to apply if the temporary rule is withdrawn or disapproved.
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The 529 plan's record-keeper is a registered transfer agent with
the Commission under Section 17A of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934.
The 529 plan's custodian(s) is a QC as such term is defined in Rule
206(4)-2(d)(6) under the Advisers Act.
The assets of the 529 plan are subject to an annual audit as defined
in Regulation S-X and the audit is conducted in accordance with
GAAS.
The 529 plan's annual audit is conducted by an independent public
accountant that (1) is registered with, and subject to regular inspection as of the commencement of the professional engagement
period, and as of each calendar year-end, by, the PCAOB in accordance with its rules; and (2) meets the standards of independence
in Rule 2-01(b) and (c) under Regulation S-X.
The audited financial statements of the 529 plan are prepared in
accordance with GAAP.
The annual financial statements are provided annually to the
state agency or instrumentality responsible for oversight of the
529 plan within 120 days of the end of the 529 plan's fiscal year.
The annual financial statements are made available to all existing
529 plan account holders via the 529 plan's website.
The program manager will ensure that the 529 plan account holders are provided written notification of the availability of the financial statements no later than the delivery of the account holders' next regularly scheduled quarterly account statement. Such
notice may either be included with or on such statement or sent
separately. The notice shall advise the account holder of a website
where such financial statements may be accessed and provide the
account holder information regarding how to contact the 529 plan
to obtain a hardcopy of such financial statements in lieu of accessing them online. A hardcopy of the financial statements shall be
provided by mail within three business days of an account holder
requesting such copy.

.49 Users of this alert may access the full text of the ICI's incoming letter
to the SEC and the SEC's no-action letter from the Division of Investment
Management Staff No-Action and Interpretive Letters page at www.sec.gov.

Transitional Guidance
.50 Transitional guidance discussed in Section I, "Compliance Dates,"
of the SEC staff's custody rule FAQs is no longer available to registrants.
Transitional guidance was only applicable for registered investment advisers
who were subject to the rule at the rule's effective date (that is, March 12, 2010)
and is not for registered investment advisers who become subject to it at some
later date.

Auditor Independence
.51 On December 13, 2011, the SEC staff issued a joint set of responses
related to auditor independence. The responses were added to the SEC Staff
Responses to Questions About the Custody Rule Web page on the SEC website
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at www.sec.gov and also at the Office of the Chief Accountant's FAQs page. The
issues addressed in the FAQs include the following:

r

Prohibited nonaudit services. Under the custody rule, an accountant performing a surprise examination must meet the standards
of independence described in Rules 2-01(b) and (c) of Regulation
S-X. According to the SEC's Release No. 33-8183, Strengthening
the Commission's Requirements Regarding Auditor Independence,
there is a rebuttable presumption that certain prohibited nonaudit services (for example, bookkeeping or financial information
systems design and implementation) will be subject to audit procedures during an audit of the client's financial statements. Rule
2-01(c)(4) provides that these nonaudit services are prohibited unless "it is reasonable to conclude that the results of these services
will not be subject to audit procedures during an audit of the audit
client's financial statements." It is the SEC staff's position that,
subject to Rule 2-01(b) of Regulation S-X, an accountant performing a surprise examination under the custody rule would be able
to perform certain nonaudit services as long as it is reasonable to
conclude the following:
— The results of the nonaudit service will not be subject
to attest procedures that might be performed during the
surprise examination.
— The results of the nonaudit service would not be subject
to audit procedures if the accountant had been engaged
to perform a financial statement audit.

r

For example, if a PIV is included in the scope of an adviser's
surprise examination under the custody rule, the accountant performing the surprise examination would be prohibited from compiling the PIV's financial statements.
Audit and professional engagement period. For an adviser to comply with the custody rule, an accountant must be independent
during the audit and professional engagement period when (a)
performing a surprise examination of an adviser, (b) preparing
an internal control report of an adviser's related person QC, or
(c) performing an audit of a PIV's financial statements. The audit and professional engagement period applies to the previously
mentioned engagements as follows:
— For a surprise examination, the audit and professional
engagement period begins the earliest of (a) the date the
accountant signs an initial written agreement to perform
the surprise examination, (b) the date the accountant
begins attest procedures, or (c) the beginning of the period
subject to the surprise examination.
— For the preparation of an internal control report or an
audit of a PIV's financial statements, the audit and professional engagement period begins the earliest of (a) the
date the accountant signs an engagement letter or other
agreement to prepare the QC's internal control report
or audit the PIV's financial statements, (b) the date the
accountant begins attest or audit procedures, or (c) the
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r

r

beginning of the period covered by the internal control
report or the PIV's financial statements.
End of engagement period. In general, the audit and professional
engagement period for the surprise examination ends when the
accountant notifies the SEC of its termination pursuant to the
custody rule. The audit and professional engagement period for
the preparation of an internal control report or for the audit of
a PIV's financial statements ends when the audit client or the
accountant, as applicable, notifies the other that the client is no
longer the accountant's client for such engagement.
If the auditor is notified prior to issuing their surprise examination report, internal control report, or PIV audit report that they
will not be engaged to perform the next respective surprise examination, prepare the next respective internal control report, or
perform the next respective PIV audit, then the professional engagement period ends with the issuance of the accountant's report
for that particular engagement. It is important to note, however,
that even when the termination of the professional engagement
period is not effective until a future date or event, the obligation
to make a filing under SEC regulations upon notification is not
affected (for example, a filing on Form ADV-E for the surprise
examination).

Consolidation of Nonregistered Entities
.52 Concerns have been raised over the challenges of interpreting the literature in Regulation S-X, which indicates that a registered investment company
may consolidate only the financial statements of an investment company. The
SEC staff noted that, as described in Rule 3A-02 of Regulation S-X, there is
an overall presumption that consolidated financial statements are more meaningful than separate statements. Registrants are reminded to consider the
substance as well as the form of the relationship between the investment company and the nonregistered investment entity (for example, blocker or special
purpose vehicle, as appropriate) and whether consolidation more appropriately
reflects the overall financial position and results of operations. The SEC staff
has not objected when an investment company consolidates a wholly owned
blocker (see for example, no-action letter to Fidelity Select Portfolio dated April
29, 2008, on the SEC website at www.sec.gov). Furthermore, when investment
companies invest in wholly owned or substantially-owned nonregistered investment entities, the SEC staff noted that generally consolidation would provide
the most meaningful financial statement presentation and is an effective way
to provide transparency. Registrants are encouraged to consult with the SEC
staff on particular fact patterns that pertain to blocker entities and wholly
owned or substantially-owned entities.

Issues of Interest
.53 The staff in the Division of Investment Management occasionally identifies issues under the 1940 Act, the Advisers Act, or other federal securities
laws that may benefit from being highlighted generally for investment companies, investment advisers, and their counsel. Selected issues of interest are
highlighted herein. Users of this alert may access the complete listing of issues
of interest, as well as their summaries, from the Investment Management Staff
Issues of Interest page at www.sec.gov. The summaries are not intended as a
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comprehensive summary of all legal and compliance matters pertaining to the
topics discussed herein. Rather, these responses are intended as general guidance and should not be relied on as definitive. The summaries are not rules,
regulations, or statements of the SEC, and the SEC has neither approved nor
disapproved these summaries.

BDCs—Auditor Verification of Securities Owned
.54 The SEC staff posted an issue of interest relating to auditor verification of securities owned by BDCs. Under Section 30(g) of the 1940 Act and the
Commission's Accounting Series Release No. 118 (Dec. 23, 1970), the certificate
of independent public accountants (auditor) contained in the financial statements of investment companies registered under the 1940 Act must include a
statement, "that such independent public accountants have verified securities
owned, either by actual examination, or by receipt of a certificate from the
custodian." Although Section 59 of the 1940 Act does not make Section 30(g)
applicable to BDCs, a BDC's auditor plays an important role under the 1940
Act in preventing a BDC's assets from being lost, misused, or misappropriated.
Therefore, the SEC staff believes that it is best practice for a BDC to have its
auditor verify all of the securities owned by the BDC, either by actual examination or by receipt of a certificate from the custodian, and affirmatively state in
the audit opinion whether the auditor has confirmed the existence of all such
securities.

Funds Using Tender Option Bond Financings
.55 An open-end or closed-end investment company registered under the
1940 Act may seek to arrange a secured financing through a special purpose
trust (tender option bond [TOB] trust). In this arrangement, the investment
company deposits a tax-exempt or other bond into the TOB trust. The TOB
trust issues two types of securities—floating rate notes (floaters or TOBs) and
a residual security junior to the floaters (inverse floater). The TOB trust sells
the floaters to money market funds or other investors and transfers the cash
proceeds and the inverse floater to the fund. The investment company typically purchases additional portfolio securities with the cash proceeds. The
inverse floater entitles the investment company to any value remaining after the TOB trust satisfies its obligations to the TOB's holders and allows
the investment company to call in the floaters and collapse the TOB trust. A
third party liquidity provider guarantees the TOB trust's obligations on the
floaters.
.56 This arrangement involves borrowing by the investment company and
implicates Section 18 of the 1940 Act, which prohibits an open-end fund from
issuing any senior security, except for borrowing from a bank with 300 percent
asset coverage, and generally requires a closed-end fund to have 300 percent
asset coverage for any senior security that represents an indebtedness. Section
18(g) generally defines a senior security as any bond, debenture, note, or similar
obligation or instrument constituting a security and evidencing indebtedness,
and provides that senior security representing indebtedness means any senior
security other than stock. The staff has addressed TOB financings under Section 18 on multiple occasions in reviewing investment company registration
statements and in the context of other communications with various investment companies and their counsel. In particular, the staff's position is that a
TOB financing involves the issuance of a senior security by an investment company unless the investment company segregates unencumbered liquid assets
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(other than the bonds deposited into the TOB trust) with a value at least equal
to the amount of the floaters plus accrued interest.

SEC Filings Observations

Investments in Nonregistered Unconsolidated Entities—Disclosure
Requirements
.57 Funds are making significant investments in nonregistered investment entities. For example, certain mutual funds employ some type of alternative investment strategy, such as managed futures funds, that invest in
nonregistered investment companies or investment entities. Similarly, BDCs
invest in nonregistered investment companies or other entities. If a fund's or
BDC's investment in an unconsolidated entity exceeds certain thresholds, the
SEC staff expects the audited financial statements of the unregistered unconsolidated entity to be included with the fund's or BDC's filing.
.58 Rule 3-09 of Regulation S-X describes requirements for when separate financial statements of a significant subsidiary (for example, unconsolidated nonregistered investment company) should be provided with the reporting fund. Rule 3-09 refers to the three tests included in Rule 1.02(w) of
Regulation S-X (substituting 20 percent for 10 percent) to determine whether
the investee is a significant subsidiary and whether to include separate financial statements of the significant subsidiary. When performing the tests in
Rule 1.02(w), the rule requires the use of amounts determined under GAAP,
which would include consolidation of underlying subsidiaries as necessary or
applicable. Pursuant to Rule 3-09, generally, the separate financial statements
required must be audited. Rule 3-09 also explains that, insofar as practicable,
the separate financial statements required should be as of the same dates and
for the same periods as the reporting fund. The separate financial statements
should be prepared in accordance with Regulation S-X, including a schedule
of investments with the same level of detail as for the registrant (for example, presenting a complete schedule of investments rather than a condensed
schedule of investments).
.59 The SEC staff discussed that when a registered fund or BDC invests
25 percent or more of its net assets in a nonregistered investment company or
entity, the fund or BDC should provide the underlying entity's audited financial
statements. The underlying entity's financial statements should be prepared in
accordance with Regulation S-X, including a schedule of investments with the
same level of detail as the registered fund (for example, presenting a complete
schedule of investments rather than a condensed schedule of investments).
.60 The SEC staff stated that if a subsidiary is not consolidated and it
does not meet the criteria to attach the financial statements previously described, registrants should consider whether summarized financial information should be included in the notes to the financial statements based on Rule
4-08(g) of Regulation S-X. Rule 4-08(g) requires disclosure in the notes to the
financial statements of a summarized balance sheet and income statement.
Rule 1-02(bb) of Regulation S-X, which contains the requirements for the summarized financial information, allows for the use of more meaningful information in the summarized balance sheet and income statement for specialized
industries, such as investment companies. Rule 4-08(g) explains that, insofar
as practicable, the summarized financial information should be as of the same
dates and for the same periods as the reporting fund.
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.61 Registrants are encouraged to consult the SEC staff on the accounting
and disclosure requirements for funds' and BDCs' investments in nonregistered
unconsolidated entities.

Asset Test Under Rule 3-09 of Regulation S–X
.62 As previously noted, when performing the asset test under Rule 3-09
of Regulation S-X (which is one of the three tests indicated in Rule 1-02[w] to
determine whether the financial statements of a majority-owned subsidiary,
which is not consolidated, should be filed along with the registrant's filing with
the SEC [see Rule 1-02(w)(2)]), a registrant should perform the test using financial information for both the registrant and its subsidiaries prepared in
accordance with GAAP, including the consolidation of other subsidiaries as
necessary or applicable. Under the asset test, if the registrant's proportionate share of the total assets of an unconsolidated majority-owned subsidiary
exceeds 20 percent of the total assets of the registrant and its subsidiaries consolidated, as of the end of the most recently completed fiscal year, the financial
statements of the unconsolidated majority-owned subsidiary should be filed
with the registrant's financial statements.
.63 The SEC staff noted a case in which a BDC held an investment in
a wholly owned investment adviser that managed a portfolio of collateralized
loan obligations (CLOs). In this case, the BDC determined that the wholly
owned adviser was required to consolidate several of the CLOs in accordance
with GAAP. Therefore, the BDC concluded that the BDC's proportionate share
of the wholly owned adviser's consolidated total assets (which included consolidation of the CLOs) was greater than 20 percent of the BDC's total assets. As a
result, the BDC concluded that it was required to file the consolidated financial
statements of its wholly owned adviser in its periodic filings with the SEC.

BDCs
.64 The SEC staff noted the following related to their recent financial
statement review of BDCs:

r

r

Form N2 disclosure requirements. BDCs should provide the disclosures regarding investments not qualifying under Section 55(a) of
the 1940 Act in the Schedule of Investments in registration statements and periodic filings with the SEC required by Item 8.6c,
instruction 1.b to Form N-2. In general, BDCs are required to
identify the nonqualifying investments and, in a footnote, briefly
explain the significance of the nonqualification.
Payment-in-kind interest. For securities that pay a combination
of cash and payment-in-kind (PIK) interest, some BDCs have reported the interest rate on these securities as the combination of
the two rates and did not disclose that a portion of the interest
is PIK. The SEC staff noted that registrants should disclose the
portion of interest that is PIK and may also consider disclosing
both the cash and PIK rates in the Schedule of Investments or in
a footnote thereto.
The SEC staff observed that a BDC accrued interest income on
a PIK security, thereby increasing the cost basis of the security;
however, the valuation of that PIK security remained unchanged.
This resulted in the BDC recording interest income and a decrease in change in unrealized gain or loss, and had a net impact
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r

of zero on the income statement; however, incentive fees were
earned on the investment income component. Given that the cost
was increased with no increase to valuation, the SEC staff questioned whether the valuation of the security was appropriate, and
whether the PIK income should have been accrued.
The SEC staff observed that the accrual of noncash PIK income
was a significant portion of total interest income accrued during
the period for certain BDCs. Generally, these BDCs included the
accrued noncash PIK income as a separate line item in the reconciliation to net income within the operating activities section of the
statement of cash flows. However, certain BDCs did not disclose
accrued noncash PIK income separately and instead aggregated
it within another line item in the statement of cash flows. Therefore, the SEC staff reminded these BDCs to disclose the accrued
PIK income as a separate line item in the statement of cash flows.
Acquired fund fees and expenses. If a mutual fund invests in a
BDC, the mutual fund should include the BDC's fees as Acquired
Fund Fees and Expenses in the fee table in the prospectus. The
SEC staff referred to Question 1 within the Staff Responses to
Questions Regarding Disclosure of Fund of Funds Expenses on
the SEC's website.

MDFP and the Use of Derivatives
.65 The SEC staff continues to notice that some MDFPs do not clearly
elaborate when derivatives materially affect the fund's performance. In her
speech on November 17, 2011, at the ICI 2011 Closed-End Fund Conference
(http://sec.gov/news/speech/2011/spch111711epr.htm), Eileen Rominger, then
the Director of the Division of Investment Management, reiterated the importance of describing in the annual report any material effect of derivatives or
leverage on the performance of the fund.
.66 The SEC staff observed that in some situations, the manager does not
separate derivatives performance by fund but rather has an overall derivative
strategy for all funds in the investment company complex, or the manager does
not track derivative performance separately from the rest of the portfolio, for
each fund. However, Item 27(b)(7)(i) of Form N-1A requires each fund's MDFP
to include a discussion of the factors that materially affected the fund's performance during the most recently completed fiscal year, including the relevant
market conditions and investment strategies and techniques used by the fund's
adviser.

Post–Effective Amendments to Registration Statements and
Updated Consents
.67 The SEC staff commented that whenever a post-effective amendment
to a registration statement either includes an auditor's report or incorporates
by reference an auditor's report, the written consent of the auditors must be
filed as an exhibit to the registration statement. In addition, consents may not
be incorporated by reference from a prior filing, even if the financial statements
and auditor's report are incorporated by reference. For example, when a posteffective amendment filed in December 2011 incorporated by reference the
auditor's consent dated April 2011, the SEC staff's view was that an updated
auditor's consent should have been included in the filing.
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Managed Futures Funds
.68 The SEC staff provided the following observations regarding managed
futures funds, which may also be applicable to other types of funds:

r

r

r

Expense ratios. Some managed futures funds are invested in
wholly owned, non-SEC registered Cayman Islands tax blockers
(Cayman Blocker), which are consolidated in the fund's financial statements. The SEC staff provided an example in which
the fund's financial highlights presented 2 sets of expense ratios
(including and excluding expenses of the consolidated Cayman
Blocker) with equal prominence. Because the fund owns 100 percent of and consolidates the Cayman Blocker, this presentation
may be misleading. Therefore, the SEC staff noted that the expense ratio including the expenses of the consolidated Cayman
Blocker should have been presented with greater prominence in
the financial highlights.
Fair value measurement disclosures. Some funds invested in underlying funds that were neither wholly owned nor consolidated;
however, the notes to the financial statements did not include disclosure on how the investments in those underlying funds were
being valued, such as whether the funds were using the practical
expedient per FASB ASC 820, Fair Value Measurement, to value
the investments in those underlying funds. In these situations,
the SEC staff reminded funds about the requirements of including a discussion on valuation of these investments in underlying
funds and providing disclosures in accordance with FASB ASC
820-10-50-6A, such as any restrictions on redemptions from the
underlying funds.
Total return swaps. Funds investing in total return swaps (and
other derivatives) should disclose the notional amount and identify the counterparty(ies) to the swaps (and other derivatives) as
part of the description of the derivative in the financial statements.

Funds of Funds or Feeder Funds with a Significant Investment
.69 The SEC staff observed that a registered investment company structured as a fund of funds invested a very significant amount of its net assets (for
example, 80 to 90 percent) into one underlying fund, but did not include the
financial statements of the underlying fund in filings with the SEC or on its
website. Consistent with ASC 946-210-45-7, if an investment in another fund
is so significant, the registrant should consider attaching financial statements
of the underlying fund, consistent with master-feeder financial statement presentation. Further, if the registrant's investments in the underlying fund were
presented as Level 1 in the fair value hierarchy, whereas the underlying fund's
portfolio contained mostly Level 3 securities, it may be misleading. Therefore,
funds following this fact pattern should include supplemental disclosure such
as noting the underlying fund's portfolio consists mostly of Level 3 securities
and refer to the fair value hierarchy in the attached financial statements of the
underlying fund. Alternatively, the fund could include the underlying fund's
fair value hierarchy in its financial statements. Further, the December 2008
EP meeting highlights states, in part, that the SEC staff "would not object if
the feeder fund either refers to the financial statements of the master fund in
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its financial statements or presents the [master fund's] 'level' disclosure in its
own financial statements."

Form N-14
.70 The SEC staff noted the following comments related to recently submitted Form N-14:

r

r

r

Pro forma narratives. In accordance with Rule 11-02(b) of Regulation S-X, registrants may include a narrative description of
the pro forma effects of the merger in lieu of financial statements
in certain circumstances (that is, where a limited number of pro
forma adjustments are required and those adjustments are easily understood). The SEC staff has rejected narrative pro forma
presentation for complex mergers that did not meet the criteria
in Rule 11-02(b). To the extent that a registrant has questions on
whether narrative descriptions can be used in lieu of pro forma
financial statements, registrants are encouraged to contact the
SEC staff.
Accounting survivor analysis. The SEC staff may request an analysis of the determination of the survivor entity for accounting,
performance, and financial reporting purposes. If an entity that
has limited operations (for example, a shell company) is merging
with another entity with established operations, the entity with
limited operations should generally not be deemed the accounting
survivor. The concern is that the poor performance track record for
the established fund could be eliminated by merging it into a fund
with limited operations, which is then deemed the survivor, resulting in past poor performance of what is in substance the same
entity not fully disclosed to shareholders. See also paragraph 8.44
of the 2012 AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide Investment Companies for additional information.
Significant redemptions subsequent to the "as of" date. When there
are significant redemptions that occur after the date of the pro
forma financial statements, fee table, and capitalization table that
are included in Form N-14 filings, the SEC staff requests that
registrants show the impact of the significant redemptions on the
pro forma financial statements, fee table, and capitalization table.

Third-Party Pricing Services
.71 As stated in remarks by a staff member of the SEC's Office of the
Chief Accountant in a speech before the AICPA National Conference on SEC
and PCAOB Developments in December 2011, third party pricing services can
often be used by management of public companies to obtain information to
assist them with management's responsibilities for estimating and disclosing
the fair value of financial instruments in their financial statements. The SEC
staff reminded management of its obligations, including when it uses third
party pricing service information to (a) comply with GAAP, including disclosure
requirements; (b) maintain appropriate internal controls to prevent or detect
material misstatements; and (c) assess internal control over financial reporting.
Each of the points is discussed in further detail in the SEC staff's speech, which
can be accessed from the Commission Speeches and Public Statements Archive:
2011 page at www.sec.gov.
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.72 In connection with financial statement reviews, the SEC staff may ask
registrants questions related to the use of pricing services in complying with
the accounting and disclosure requirements in the financial statements.

Expense Limitation Agreements
.73 According to the guidance in FASB ASC 946-20-05-8, some expense
limitation agreements may provide that reimbursements by the fund adviser
of expenses incurred by the fund in excess of the maximum permitted by the
prospectus or offering document will be carried over to a future period and
reimbursed to the fund adviser when, and to the extent that, the total expense
ratio falls below the permitted maximum. Such agreements may provide that
reimbursement of excess expenses to the fund adviser is not required after a
specified date or upon conclusion of a specified period from the time the fund
initially incurred, or the adviser initially reimbursed, the expenses, such as
three years.
.74 The SEC staff reminded registrants that if an adviser is waiving fees,
but recoupment is probable, the fund would need to accrue an expense to reflect
the recoupment which would offset the benefit of a current year's waiver.

Expense Ratios
.75 In recent financial statement reviews, the SEC staff made comments
about the inclusion of numerous expense ratios in the body of the financial highlights. When too many different expense ratios are presented in the financial
highlights, the disclosure may become cluttered and difficult for shareholders
to understand. The SEC staff commented that they would prefer seeing the
ratio of all expenses, as included in the Statement of Operations, to average
(common share) net assets (gross expense ratio) and net expenses to average
(common share) net assets as the primary ratios presented within the financial
highlights. If appropriate, other ratios may be included in a footnote to the
financial highlights in order for them to have less prominence in the table.

Form N-MFP Observations
.76 Rule 30b1-7 of the 1940 Act requires every registered open-end management investment company, or series thereof, that is regulated as a money
market fund under Rule 2a-7 of the 1940 Act to file with the SEC a monthly
report of portfolio holdings on Form N-MFP, as of the last business day of the
previous month. This must be filed no later than the fifth business day of each
month. The SEC will make the information filed on this form available to the
public 60 days after the end of the month to which the information pertains.
.77 The SEC staff noted the following comments related to recently submitted Forms N-MFP:

r
r

When the fund or class is dissolved during the month, Form NMFP should still be completed, even if there are limited operations. The SEC staff has noted in these instances it would be
acceptable to answer many of the questions as "not applicable."
Item 7 requires the registrant to disclose if the fund is a feeder
fund. However, the disclosures within Item 7 should pertain to
the master fund that the feeder is invested in, not the feeder fund
itself.
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Items 26–27 and 37–39 call for identification of the issuer, the
issuer's title, and any providers of demand features, guarantees,
or other types of enhancement providers. When providing the required disclosures, complete names for that information should
be furnished rather than acronyms or ticker symbols.
Item 31 requires registrants to indicate categories of investments.
Certain registrants have been miscategorizing Treasury repurchase agreements (repos). To be classified as a Treasury repo, the
repo should be fully collateralized by Treasury securities and cash;
no other security types should be utilized. If any security other
than a Treasury or cash is used as collateral, the repo should not
be categorized as a Treasury repo. Government National Mortgage Association securities are not Treasuries, as they are Government/Agency securities. The category for "Government/Agency
Repo" means "Government/Agency or better." If a repo is collateralized by government securities and Treasury securities, it is a
"Government/Agency Repo," not an "Other Repo." The category for
"Other Repo" should be used only when the collateral for the repo
includes securities other than Treasuries and government/agency
securities and cash.
When completing Item 32, entities should disclose information
related to the collateral of the repo rather than the counterparty of
the repo. The collateral for every repo must be entered, whether or
not the fund is looking through to the collateral for diversification
purposes.
As previously addressed, Form N-MFP must be filed no later than
the fifth business day of each month unless the business day is a
federal holiday. For example, one third of money market funds did
not file Form N-MFP on Good Friday, which happened to occur
on the fifth business day in April 2012. Although stock markets
were closed on this day, Good Friday is not a federal holiday and,
therefore, Form N-MFP should have been filed.

Risk/Return Summary: Fee Table
.78 The SEC staff has observed diversity in practice regarding fee table
presentation in Form N-1A when a fund consolidates a wholly owned subsidiary. Some registrants are including the subsidiary's expenses in Acquired
Fund Fees and Expenses (AFFE), whereas other registrants are retaining the
character of the subsidiary's expenses. Registrants are reminded of instruction
3 to Item 3 of Form N-1A and should note in such cases that the character of
the expense at the subsidiary level should be retained when populating the fee
table in Form N-1A, as the subsidiary is consolidated (that is, do not include
the consolidated subsidiary's expenses in AFFE).

Credit-Risk-Related Contingent Feature Disclosure Requirements
.79 The SEC staff observed that certain funds are not including all required credit-risk-related contingent feature disclosure requirements identified in FASB ASC 815, Derivatives and Hedging. In accordance with FASB
ASC 815-10-50-4H, an entity that holds or issues derivative instruments
(or nonderivative instruments that are designated and qualify as hedging
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instruments pursuant to paragraphs 58 and 66 of FASB ASC 815-20-25) should
disclose all of the following for every annual and interim reporting period for
which a statement of financial position and statement of financial performance
are presented:

r
r
r
r
r
r

The existence and nature of credit-risk-related contingent features
The circumstances in which credit-risk-related contingent features could be triggered in derivative instruments (or such nonderivative instruments) that are in a net liability position at the
end of the reporting period
The aggregate fair value amounts of derivative instruments (or
such nonderivative instruments) that contain credit-risk-related
contingent features that are in a liability position at the end of
the reporting period
The aggregate fair value of assets that are already posted as collateral at the end of the reporting period
The aggregate fair value of additional assets that would be required to be posted as collateral if the credit-risk-related contingent features were triggered at the end of the reporting period
The aggregate fair value of assets needed to settle the instrument
immediately if the credit-risk-related contingent features were
triggered at the end of the reporting period

.80 The SEC staff noted inconsistency in funds' disclosures regarding
credit-risk-related contingent features contained in counterparty agreements
that could cause the registrant to be required to settle derivatives that are in
a liability position. The SEC staff noted that although some registrants made
disclosures of the existence and nature of the credit-risk-related contingent features and the circumstances in which credit-risk-related contingent features
could be triggered (for example, a certain percentage decrease in the fund's net
assets or net asset value per share), some registrants did not include quantitative disclosures required by items c–f of FASB ASC 815-10-50-4H. Registrants
are reminded that quantitative disclosures should be included in the notes to
the financial statements under the guidance in FASB ASC 815-10-50-4H. Registrants are also reminded to carefully evaluate counterparty agreements in
order to identify all features that are required to be disclosed.

Credit Valuation Adjustments
.81 Registrants are reminded that credit valuation adjustments (CVAs)
are a required part of fair value measurements and should be considered, including situations when registrants use quotes from brokers or pricing services,
in developing fair value measurements for derivative assets and liabilities. The
SEC staff referred registrants to the 2008 Dear CFO Letter issued by the Division of Corporation Finance, which reminded registrants to consider including
disclosures about how credit risk affected the valuation of derivative assets
and liabilities.

Enforcement
.82 The SEC staff commented that themes of valuation cases involving
mispricing of securities include
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ignoring available dealer quotes and other market information
that would have negatively impacted pricing;
using prices provided by third party pricing services or brokerdealers that did not appear to take recent transactions into account;
stale pricing and no periodic re-evaluation of prices;
lax valuation committees resulting in portfolio managers having
too much influence over valuation;
ignoring third party quotes and using unsubstantiated price adjustments; and
failing to comply with disclosed internal valuation procedures for
the valuation of illiquid securities.

.83 The SEC staff provided examples of themes of enforcement cases
when there are frauds or intentional misstatements. The examples include the
following:

r
r
r
r

Fraud or intentional misstatements might occur through related
party transactions
Fraud or intentional misstatements might occur to hide poor performance
An adviser might commit fraud because he or she is in poor financial condition, has been experiencing operating losses, and needs
cash to sustain operations or to pay expenses
Fraud or intentional misstatements might be committed through
a series of complex transactions which are difficult to understand
and have no substantive business purpose

CFTC Developments
Registration and Compliance Obligations for Commodity Pool
Operators and Commodity Trading Advisers
.84 In February 2012, a final rule regarding changes to Part 4 of the
CFTC's regulations involving registration and compliance obligations for commodity pool operators (CPOs) and commodity trading advisers (CTAs) was
issued. The rule increases transparency to the CFTC of CPOs and CTAs acting
in the futures and swaps markets and enhances protections for their customers.
Specifically, the rule adopted by the CFTC

r
r
r
r
r
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rescinds the exemption from registration provided in Section
4.13(a)(4) of the CFTC's regulations;
removes relief from the certification requirement for annual reports provided to operators of certain pools offered only to qualified
eligible persons under Section 4.7;
modifies the criteria for claiming relief under Section 4.5;
requires the annual filing of notices claiming exemptive relief under several sections of the CFTC's regulations; and
adopts amendments that include new risk disclosure requirements for CPOs and CTAs regarding swap transactions.
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.85 Additional summary information can be found in the CFTC Q&A—
Final Rule on Amendments to Compliance Obligations of Commodity Pool Operators and Commodity Trading Advisors on the CFTC website at www.cftc
.gov.
.86 In addition, the CFTC proposed a rule that seeks public comment on
reducing compliance burdens associated with registered investment advisers
who would be required to register as CPOs under the changes to Section 4.5,
by seeking to harmonize the CFTC and the SEC requirements applicable to
certain investment companies registered under the 1940 Act, whose advisers
would be required to register with the CFTC as CPOs. As of the writing of this
alert, these proposals have not been issued in final form.
.87 The CFTC received a number of comments regarding the changes to
Section 4.5. Specifically, commenters suggested that sponsors of investment
companies registered with the SEC, which would also be required to register
as CPOs under Section 4.5, may be subject to duplicative, inconsistent, and
possibly conflicting, disclosure and reporting requirements.
.88 The ICI and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce have brought suit in
federal court to vacate the changes to Section 4.5 applicable to registered
investment companies, charging that the CFTC violated the Administrative
Procedures Act in their adoption. As of the writing of this alert, the litigation
remains in progress. Users of the alert should monitor the suit's status for
further developments.

CFTC Annual "Dear CPO" Letter
.89 On March 8, 2012, CFTC staff issued its annual letter to CPOs outlining key reporting issues and common reporting deficiencies found in annual
financial reports for commodity pools. The CFTC anticipates issuing a similar
letter in 2013. The letter emphasizes the CFTC staff's concerns and, accordingly, may alert the auditor to high-risk issues that could affect assertions
contained in the financial statements of commodity pools. The CFTC staff also
suggests that CPOs share the letter with their independent auditors. Topics
addressed in the letter include the following:

r
r
r
r
r

Recent regulatory activity
Guidance for CPOs with pool funds held at MF Global, Inc.
Filing deadlines and due dates of commodity pool financial filings
Master or feeder and fund of funds
Accounting and regulatory resources

.90 The Division has issued similar letters in prior years, which are available at the Commission's website.3 Those letters should be consulted with
respect to commodity pool annual financial statements and reporting. Readers
are encouraged to view the full text of 2011 CPO Annual Reporting for Commodity Pools letter from the CFTC website at www.cftc.gov and monitor the
CFTC website for the most recent guidance.

3
Prior letters from 1998 forward are available at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission's
website at www.cftc.gov/industryoversight/intermediaries/guidancecporeports.html.
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Audit Developments
The Clarity Project
Introduction
.91 With the release of Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) Nos. 122125 (AICPA, Professional Standards), the Auditing Standards Board (ASB) has
substantially completed its project to redraft all the auditing sections in AICPA
Professional Standards. The issuance of the clarified standards reflects the
ASB's established clarity drafting conventions designed to make the standards
easier to read, understand, and apply. Among other improvements, GAAS now
specifies more clearly the objectives of the auditor and the requirements with
which the auditor has to comply when conducting an audit in accordance with
GAAS.
.92 As the ASB redrafted the standards for clarity, it also converged the
standards with the International Standards on Auditing (ISAs), issued by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.
.93 Although the purpose of redrafting the auditing standards is for clarity
and convergence and not to create additional requirements, auditors will need
to make some adjustments to their practices as a result of this project.

Effective Date
.94 The clarified standards generally will be effective for audits of financial
statements for periods ending on or after December 15, 2012. Thus, the clarified
standards will be effective for calendar year 2012 audits.

Impact of the Clarity Project
.95 The revisions to GAAS, although extensive, do not create many substantial new requirements or change many existing requirements. Most are
consistent with existing GAAS. Some, however, do contain significant changes
from the extant4 standards and require auditors to prepare accordingly. A
smooth transition requires information, education, and training.
.96 To assist you in the transition, the following paragraphs highlight
some important steps you can take to start preparing for the clarified standards
and minimize the impact of the transition on your firm and your clients.
.97 First, familiarize yourself with the clarified standards, including the
application material, appendixes, and exhibits. The ASB has redrafted its
Statements on Quality Control Standards and SASs using a drafting convention called the clarity format. This new format is clear, consistent, and easy to
understand.5
.98 The clarity format presents each standard in these categories:

r

Introduction. The introduction explains the purpose and scope of
the standard.

4
The term extant is used throughout this alert in reference to the standards that are superseded
by the clarified standards.
5
The Auditing Standards Board is also clarifying the attestation standards and the Accounting Review Standards Committee is clarifying the compilation and review standards following this
format.
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Objective. The objective defines the context in which the requirements are set.
Definitions. The definitions section, included where relevant, explains specific meanings of terms in the standard.
Requirements. The requirements set out what the auditor is required to do to achieve the objective of the standard. Requirements
are expressed using the phrases the auditor should or the auditor
must.
Application and other explanatory material. Application and other
explanatory material paragraphs are cross-referenced to the requirements and provide further explanation of, and guidance for,
carrying out the requirements of the standard. These paragraphs
are an integral part of the standard and the auditor is required
to read and understand the entire text of the standard, including these paragraphs, in order to understand the objectives of the
standard and apply its requirements properly.

.99 Other clarity drafting conventions include the following:

r
r
r

Where appropriate, special considerations relevant to audits of
smaller, less complex entities within the text of the standard
Where appropriate, special considerations relevant to audits of
governmental entities within the text of the standard
Formatting techniques, such as bullet lists, to enhance readability

.100 After reviewing the standards and becoming familiar with the
changes, identify the timing for transitioning the clarified standards for each
engagement. For example, several new requirements may involve planning
discussions with the client; some may affect interim testing and other fieldwork; and some may require changes to the report. Steps your firm can take to
implement the standards may include the following:

r
r

Appoint a person or team to be in charge of the transition

r
r

Provide training for all audit staff

r

Consider establishing small task forces of staff at different levels
to develop revisions to the firm's audit methodologies
Review your client base to determine those clients that will be
affected first
Provide an overview of how the audit engagement may change for
key client personnel

.101 In addition to determining any changes necessary to audit procedures
and training in accordance with your firm's quality control procedures, you will
need to revise firm guidance and audit methodology to refer to the clarified
standards. The effort required for these revisions will depend on the level of
detail of such references in your firm's methodology.
.102 Audit Risk Alert Understanding the Clarified Auditing Standards
(product nos. ARACLA12P, ARACLA12E, or ARACLA12O) identifies the substantive and clarifying changes in requirements from the Clarity Project and
includes a mapping schedule tracking the extant standards to the clarified
standards.
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.103 Users of this alert may also refer to the Investment Companies Expert Panel page at www.aicpa.org for illustrative auditor's report revisions for
nonregistered investment companies as a result of the clarified standards.

Pension Protection Act Amendments
.104 The Department of Labor (DOL) issued a final rule on October 25,
2011, which became effective December 27, 2011, that revised the Pension Protection Act of 2006 to make investment advice more accessible for those who
have investments in 401(k) plans and IRAs. The revision now allows fiduciary
advisers to receive compensation from investment vehicles they recommend if
either (a) the investment advice they provide is based on a computer model
certified as unbiased and as applying generally accepted investment theories,
or (b) the adviser is compensated on a "level-fee" basis (that is, fees do not vary
based on investments selected by the participant). The rule identifies circumstances where an annual audit needs to be performed in order for an adviser to
meet the exemption. Areas to be covered in the audit include determining that

r
r
r
r

any investment advice is based on generally accepted investment
theories that take into account the historic risks and returns of
different asset classes over defined periods of time;
any investment advice takes into account investment management and other fees and expenses attendant to the recommended
investments;
any investment advice takes into account information relating to
age, time horizons (for example, life expectancy, retirement age),
risk tolerance, current investments in designated investment options, other assets or sources of income, and investment preferences of the participant or beneficiary; and
no fiduciary adviser that provides investment advice receives from
any party, directly or indirectly, any fee or other compensation
(including commissions, salary, bonuses, awards, promotions, or
other things of value) that varies depending on the basis of a
participant or beneficiary's selection of a particular investment
option.

.105 With the release of these new requirements, concerns have been
raised regarding measurability of the audit criteria as well as the form of the
report to be used in performing such an audit.

Information for Audit Committees About the PCAOB
Inspection Process
.106 The PCAOB issued Release No. 2012-003, Information for Audit
Committees about the PCAOB Inspection Process, to provide information to
audit committees about its inspection process and the meaning of reported
inspection results. The purpose of the release, which was issued in August
2012, is to better equip audit committees of public company boards of directors
for discussions with audit firms concerning results of PCAOB inspections.
.107 The release includes information about PCAOB inspection findings in
the context of both engagement reviews and quality control reviews. The release
suggests some specific approaches that an audit committee might consider for
initiating or enhancing inspection-related discussions with an audit firm.
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.108 Highlights of certain areas of inquiry that audit committees may
wish to address with their auditors include the following:

r
r
r
r

Whether the audit overseen by the audit committee was selected
by the PCAOB for an inspection and whether any findings were
made
Potentially relevant inspection findings on other audits performed
by the firm
The firm's response to PCAOB findings
The firm's remedial efforts in light of any quality control deficiencies that may have been identified by the PCAOB

.109 Additional information about PCAOB Release No. 2012-003 may be
found on the PCAOB website at http://pcaobus.org.

Illustrative Surprise Examination Report
.110 The Investment Companies Expert Panel developed illustrative reports to be used when a practitioner expresses an opinion on management's
assertion about compliance with Rule 204-2(b) and certain provisions of Rule
206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act, and when the practitioner expresses an opinion
on the company's compliance with Rule 204-2(b) and certain provisions of Rule
206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act, respectively.
.111 The illustrative reports were most recently updated in February
2012 to reflect changes resulting from the SEC's rulemaking with respect to
adviser registration. Specifically, Rule 203(b)(3)-1, which contained guidance
to determine the number of "clients," was rescinded. The updated illustrative
examination report and the related updated management's assertion eliminate
references to the old rule. The revised illustrative report for examinations of
securities pursuant to Rule 206(4)-2 of the Advisers Act is currently available
on the Investment Companies Expert Panel page at www.aicpa.org, and in the
May 1, 2012, edition of Audit and Accounting Guide Investment Companies.

Accounting Developments
Achieving Common Fair Value Measurements and
Disclosure Requirements
.112 In May 2011, FASB issued ASU No. 2011-04, Amendments to Achieve
Common Fair Value Measurement and Disclosure Requirements in U.S. GAAP
and IFRSs, to converge the guidance in GAAP and International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) on fair value measurements and disclosures.
.113 The amendments that clarify several aspects of the guidance in FASB
ASC 820 include the following:

r
r

Application of the highest and best use and valuation premise
concepts
Measurement of fair value of an instrument classified in a reporting entity's shareholders' equity

.114 The amendments that change a particular principle of requirement
for measuring fair value or disclosing information include the following:
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Fair value measurement of financial instruments that are managed within a portfolio
Incorporation of certain premiums and discounts in fair value
measurements
Enhanced disclosures for fair value measurements

Effective Date
.115 ASU No 2011-04 has an effective date for interim and annual periods
beginning after December 15, 2011, for public entities. Thus, the guidance is
effective during the first quarter of 2012 for entities with calendar year-ends.
The requirement also applies for any interim period beginning after December
15, 2011, for entities with noncalendar year-ends. (For example, June 30 yearend investment companies would apply the guidance in their third quarter
Form N-Q filing ending March 31, 2012.)
.116 For nonpublic entities, the guidance is effective for annual periods
beginning after December 15, 2011. Nonpublic entities are permitted to early
adopt for any interim period beginning after December 15, 2011.
.117 If different fair value measurements result from applying the related
guidance, entities should recognize the difference in income in the period of
adoption as a change in estimate. The new disclosure requirements should be
applied prospectively. If practicable in the period of adoption, entities should
disclose changes in valuation techniques and related inputs resulting from
application of the amendments and quantify the total effect.

Disclosure of Significant Unobservable Inputs
.118 Before the amendments of ASU No. 2011-04, FASB ASC 820 required
a reporting entity to provide a description of the inputs used when measuring
the fair value of an asset or a liability that is categorized within Level 2 or 3
of the fair value hierarchy, but was not explicit about whether that description
should include quantitative information. Based on the amendments within
ASU No. 2011-04, FASB ASC 820 now requires quantitative disclosures of
and about the significant unobservable inputs for Level 3 measurements for
financial instruments measured both on a recurring and a nonrecurring basis.
.119 Consistent with the disclosures in FASB ASC 820, companies are
required to present this information separately for each class of asset and or
liability based on the nature, characteristics, and risks of the Level 3 measurements. However, no new guidance on how to define an asset class for the
purposes of disaggregation was introduced in ASU No. 2011-04. Questions have
arisen regarding the disaggregation of investments for the Level 3 input table and whether the groupings should be consistent with those used for the
leveling hierarchy tables. Whether the leveling hierarchy disclosure and the
table of significant unobservable Level 3 inputs table needs to be consistent is
currently considered a matter of judgment. The disaggregation will depend on
the nature and risks of the instrument. In addition, when preparing the table,
ranges of quantitative data are often very broad. This could potentially raise
questions about whether the level of disaggregation is appropriate.
.120 For fair value measurements categorized within Level 3 of the fair
value hierarchy, ASU No. 2011-04 indicates that a reporting entity should
not need to create quantitative information (for example, an implied market
multiple or future cash flows) to comply with the disclosure requirement if
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quantitative information other than the prior transaction price or third-party
pricing information is not used when measuring fair value; however, a reporting entity cannot ignore other quantitative information that is reasonably
available.
.121 As indicated in the ASU's basis for conclusions, FASB has also concluded that the quantitative disclosures about fair value of those assets and
liabilities that are subject to the practical expedient would not be meaningful
because the determination of the level in the hierarchy is made on the basis of the reporting entity's ability to redeem its investments, rather than on
the basis of whether the inputs used in the measurement are observable or
unobservable.

Valuation Processes
.122 Public and nonpublic entities will also be required to describe the
valuation processes they have in place for all Level 3 measurements. The ASU
provides the following examples of information entities might provide to comply
with this disclosure requirement:

r
r
r
r
r

A description of the group responsible for valuation policies and
procedures to whom the group reports and the types of internal
reporting procedures in place
A description of the frequency and methods for testing procedures
used to evaluate pricing models
A description of the process for analyzing changes in fair value
measurements from period to period
A description of the methods used to evaluate pricing information
provided by third-party brokers or pricing services
A description of the methods used to develop and substantiate the
unobservable inputs used in a fair value measurement

Level 3 Sensitivity and Interrelationship Narrative Descriptions
.123 ASU No. 2011-04 also expands for public entities the disclosures
about fair value measurements by requiring a qualitative discussion about the
sensitivity of the fair value measurement to changes in significant unobservable inputs and a description of the interrelationships between those unobservable inputs, if any, for recurring, fair value measurements categorized within
Level 3 of the fair value hierarchy. This disclosure is not required for nonpublic
entities.
.124 FASB and the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB)
concluded that such information would provide users of financial statements
with information about how the selection of unobservable inputs affects the
valuation of a particular class of assets or liabilities. The boards expect that
the narrative description will focus on the unobservable inputs for which quantitative information is disclosed because those are the unobservable inputs that
the entity has determined are most significant to the fair value measurement.
.125 The interpretation of this requirement and the nature of the narrative description may vary between registered investment companies. Some
entities may provide a simpler directional sensitivity analysis whereby the
relation of the inputs included in the presentation required by FASB ASC 82010-55-103 is discussed. Thus, the level of detail in the narrative description
may depend on the nature and complexity of the valuation.
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Required Disclosure of Transfers Between Level 1 and Level 2
.126 Disclosure of significant transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 for
assets and liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis was previously required by FASB ASC 820-10-50-2bb for all entities. ASU No. 2011-04
amended the requirement to require public entities to disclose all transfers
between Level 1 and Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy. Upon the adoption of
ASU No. 2011-04, nonpublic entities are no longer required to disclose any information on transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 of the fair value hierarchy.
.127 In determining the extent to which transfers must be disclosed under the revised standard, some entities may consider using qualitative and
quantitative materiality thresholds whereas others may consider disclosing all
transfers regardless of materiality.

Disclosure of FASB ASC 820 Leveling for Items Where Fair Value is
Only Disclosed in the Footnotes
.128 ASU No. 2011-04 requires disclosure of the fair value of financial
assets and liabilities, even when those liabilities are not accounted for at fair
value. For those instruments that are disclosed at fair value but not measured
at fair value in the balance sheet, entities must disclose the level in the fair
value hierarchy. In addition, entities must disclose a description of the valuation technique for Level 2 and Level 3 fair value measurements, the inputs
used, any changes in valuation technique, and the reasons for the change. This
disclosure is not required for nonpublic entities.
.129 Thus, for debt issued by tender option bond trusts and recorded on
the balance sheet of investment companies, these additional disclosures would
be required. If fair value approximates carrying value, it is expected it would
generally be sufficient to disclose that fact. According to the guidance, these
instruments would also be categorized in a level of the fair value hierarchy,
which would also be required to be disclosed.

Offsetting
.130 The amendments to FASB ASC 210-20 in ASU No. 2011-11, Disclosures about Offsetting Assets and Liabilities, enhance disclosures about financial instruments and derivative instruments that are either offset in accordance with GAAP or are subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement
or similar agreement. The objective of the disclosures is to facilitate comparison
between those entities that prepare their financial statements on the basis of
GAAP and those entities that prepare their financial statements on the basis
of IFRS.
.131 The new disclosure requirements mandate that entities disclose both
gross and net information about instruments and transactions eligible for offset, in accordance with the guidance in FASB ASC 210-20-45 and 815-10-45,
in the statement of financial position as well as instruments and transactions
subject to an agreement similar to a master netting arrangement. The disclosure may be by instrument or by counterparty. In addition, the standard
requires disclosure of collateral received and posted in connection with master
netting agreements or similar arrangements.
.132 Investment companies will be required to disclose the following information for assets and liabilities within the scope of the new standard:
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a. The gross amounts of those recognized assets and those recognized
liabilities
b. The amounts offset to determine the net amounts presented in the
statement of financial position
c. The net amounts presented in the statement of financial position
d. The amounts subject to an enforceable master netting arrangement
or similar agreement not otherwise included in item b
e. The net amount after deducting the amounts in item d from the
amounts in item c
.133 The amended guidance is effective for annual reporting periods beginning on or after January 1, 2013, and interim periods within those annual
periods, and should be applied retrospectively to all comparative periods presented. Readers should consider the substantial time and resources that may
be required for investment companies to identify arrangements subject to offsetting and prepare related financial statement disclosures under the new
requirements as well as additional time and resources that may be needed for
auditors to audit such disclosures.
.134 In October 2012, FASB added a project to its agenda to clarify and
amend what instruments should be considered in the scope of ASU No. 201111. As a result of the project, in November 2012, FASB issued proposed ASU,
Balance Sheet (Topic 210): Clarifying the Scope of Disclosures about Offsetting
Assets and Liabilities. Readers should remain alert for developments on this
topic, which can be accessed from the Technical Plan and Project Updates page
at www.fasb.org.

Technical Corrections
.135 In October 2012, FASB issued ASU No. 2012-04, Technical Corrections and Improvements, which contains amendments that affect a wide variety
of topics in FASB ASC. One correction, which was effective upon release of the
ASU, relates to the conditions for excluding a cash flow statement in investment company financial statements. Specifically, the condition denoting substantially all of the entity's investments were "highly liquid" was modified to
require the fair values of substantially all investments to be classified as Level
1 or Level 2 measurements in accordance with FASB ASC 820. This change
may impact an investment company's assessment of the requirement to include
a cash flow statement in situations where the fund has Level 3 investments.

Geographic Categorization
.136 In the Schedule of Investments, investment companies are required
to categorize investments by the type of investment and the related industry,
country, or geographic region of the investment. Determining the geographic region of investments, particularly for Chinese companies (and to a lesser extent,
Russian companies) may be difficult because the legal jurisdiction where the
companies are formed is typically offshore (for example, the Cayman Islands
and Bermuda). Diversity in practice exists between geographic classification
based on legal jurisdiction and classification based on the location of principal
operations for the same securities.
.137 The instruction for classifying investments in the portfolio listing
"by related industry, country, or geographic region" originated in AICPA Audit
and Accounting Guide Investment Companies and then was incorporated in
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Regulation S-X. However, the terms country and geographic region were never
specifically defined. Generally, geographic classification should be based on the
concentration of the risk and economic exposure (where the principal business
takes place). The SEC staff has acknowledged that although its view on categorization is generally consistent with the view that categorization should be
based on risk and economic exposure, the determination is based on facts and
circumstances and judgment needs to be applied. If a registrant chooses to
explain the basis of using geographical categorization by providing additional
disclosure, the SEC staff would not object to such a disclosure. Once the determination of geographic classification has been made, the methodology should
generally be applied consistently for each reporting period.

On the Horizon
.138 Auditors should keep abreast of regulatory, auditing, and accounting
developments and upcoming guidance that may affect their engagements. The
following sections present brief information about some ongoing projects that
have particular significance to the investment companies industry. Remember
that exposure drafts are nonauthoritative, subject to change, and cannot be
used as a basis for changing existing standards.
.139 Information on, and copies of, outstanding exposure drafts may be obtained from the various standard setters' websites. These websites contain indepth information about proposed standards and other projects in the pipeline.
Many more regulatory, auditing, and accounting projects exist in addition to
those discussed here. Readers should refer to the Audit Risk Alert General
Accounting and Auditing Developments—2012/13 (product nos. ARAGEN12P,
ARAGEN12E, WGE-XX), for further information.

Money Market Fund Reform
.140 In October 2010, the SEC issued Release No. IC-29497, President's
Working Group Report on Money Market Fund Reform, requesting public comment on the alternatives for money market reform that were contained in the
President's Working Group on Financial Markets (PWG) report, Money Market
Fund Reform Options. Although the PWG's report supported the SEC rules
regulating money market funds issued in February 2010, the report noted that
these SEC rules address only some of the features that make money market funds susceptible to runs. The report went on to state that more should
be done to address systemic risk and the structural vulnerabilities of money
market funds to runs. In May 2011, the SEC also hosted a roundtable on
money market funds and system risk; however, by late August 2012, Mary L.
Schapiro, then the SEC Chair, announced that a majority of SEC Commissioners would not support a staff proposal to reform the structure of money market
funds.6
.141 In November 2012, citing the Financial Stability Oversight Council's (FSOC's) authority under Section 120 of the Dodd-Frank Act, the FSOC
released Proposed Recommendations Regarding Money Market Mutual Fund
Reform to recommend that the SEC proceed with money market funds structural reforms. Within the release, the FSOC is proposing for public comment
three alternatives for structural reforms including
6

See www.sec.gov/news/press/2012/2012-166.htm.
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a floating NAV, rather than a stable $1.00 NAV prevalent today;
a stable NAV with a NAV buffer and a minimum balance at risk.
The NAV buffer must include a tailored amount of assets of up
to 1 percent and be paired with a requirement that 3 percent
of a shareholder's highest account value in excess of $100,000
during the previous 30 days (defined as the minimum balance
at risk) be made available for redemption on a delayed basis. In
the event that a money market fund suffers losses that exceed
its NAV buffer, the losses would be borne first by the MBRs of
shareholders who recently redeemed shares of the fund; or
a stable NAV with a risk-based NAV buffer of three percent that
could be combined with other measures (including, but not limited to, more stringent investment diversification requirements,
increased minimum liquidity levels, and more robust disclosure
requirements) to enhance the effectiveness of the buffer and potentially increase the resiliency of money market funds.

.142 The FSOC's proposal indicated that the policy alternatives previously
described are not mutually exclusive, but could potentially be implemented in
combination.
.143 The FSOC also recognized that there may be other reforms it could
consider that are not previously mentioned and solicits comment on other possible reforms of money market funds that FSOC should consider for its final
recommendation (for example, liquidity fees and/or gates).
.144 In accordance with the Dodd-Frank Act, should the FSOC issue
a final recommendation to the SEC, the SEC would be required to impose
the recommended standards, or similar standards FSOC deems acceptable, or
explain in writing to the FSOC within 90 days why it has elected not to follow
the recommendation of the FSOC. The full text of this release may be accessed
from the FSOC's Rulemaking page at www.treasury.gov. Users of this alert
should remain aware of further developments.

Dodd-Frank Regulatory Reform
.145 Section 619 of the Dodd-Frank Act added a new Section 13 to the
Bank Holding Company Act of 1956 (the BHC Act) that generally prohibits
any banking entity from engaging in proprietary trading or from acquiring or
retaining an ownership interest in, sponsoring, or having certain relationships
with a hedge fund or private equity fund, subject to certain exemptions. Proposed Rule No. 34–65545, Prohibition and Restrictions on Proprietary Trading
and Certain Interests In, and Relationships With, Hedge Funds and Private Equity Funds, implements Section 619, which is generally known as the Volcker
Rule. The proposed rule, which was issued October 12, 2011, continues to be
actively discussed and has drawn attention from diverse, interested parties as
evident by the receipt of thousands of comment letters. The proposal is complex,
running 300 pages, and asks more than 1,300 questions of market participants
on almost 400 topics. The objective and the challenge for the Federal Reserve,
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency, the CFTC, and the SEC (collectively, the agencies) is to implement
the statute while taking into account the flow of markets and ordinary course
business transactions.
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.146 The term banking entity, as defined in the BHC Act, as amended,
includes any insured depository institution (other than certain limited purpose
trust institutions), any company that controls an insured depository institution, any company that is treated as a bank holding company for purposes of
Section 8 of the International Banking Act of 1978, and any affiliate or subsidiary of any of the former. Section 619 does not explicitly exclude U.S. registered investment companies from the definition of banking entity. However,
the questions in the proposed release indicate that the way in which banking
entities commonly structure their advisory relationships with U.S. registered
investment companies will not cause registered investment companies to be
viewed as affiliates for purposes of the BHC Act and thus are not banking
entities.
.147 Section 13 of the BHC Act defines the terms hedge fund and private
equity fund as an issuer that would be an investment company, as defined
under the 1940 Act, but for Section 3(c)(1) or 3(c)(7) of that Act, or any such
similar funds as the agencies may determine by rule. In the proposal, the
agencies define these funds as "covered funds," incorporating the statutory
definition of a hedge fund and private equity fund and expanding the term
to include a commodity pool, and the foreign equivalent of these categories.
Many commentators stated that the proposed rule should specifically exclude
all registered funds from the definition of a covered fund citing that registered
funds are subject to regulation under the 1940 Act and do not pose the same
financial risks as hedge funds and private equity funds.
.148 In addition, the Volker Rule could significantly affect the trading and
formation of ETFs. Uncertainty remains regarding the extent to which a bank's
ability to act as an authorized participant for ETFs would be affected. Bankrelated entities represent up to 90 percent of trading by authorized participants
in certain ETFs.
.149 Although the Volcker Rule was not specifically directed at registered
investment companies, the ban on proprietary trading and other market making activity by banks could have a significant effect on certain markets and
on investment companies that participate in those markets. Banks can play a
key role in making a market through various roles and if banks are required to
limit their participation or leave these markets, liquidity could decrease, which
could create wider spreads and, possibly, higher costs for investment companies. Bank sponsors of registered investment companies may also be affected
when they establish and offer new registered products. For example, currently
a bank-affiliate that sponsors a registered investment company may own all or
nearly all of its shares after it's created but before it's launched. If registered
investment companies are considered covered funds under the Volcker Rule,
such bank affiliates would be required to ensure compliance with an exception
that would, among other things, limit their ownership to three percent in that
fund.
.150 The deadline on the proposed rule was February 13, 2012. Entities subject to the Volcker Rule will have until July 21, 2014 to bring
their activities and investments into full conformance with the Volcker
Rule and any final implementing rules, unless the Federal Reserve extends
the conformance period. See Joint Statement by the agencies, available at
www.sec.gov/news/press/2012/2012-70.htm. The rule in its entirety along with
the comment letters received by the SEC can be found on the 2011 SEC Proposed Rules page of the SEC website at www.sec.gov.
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PCAOB Draft Auditing Standard on Confirmations
.151 The PCAOB has proposed a draft auditing standard on confirmations.
A concept release was originally issued in April 2009 and received 24 comment
letters. This proposed auditing standard, issued in July 2010, would strengthen
the requirements under the current auditing standard AU section 330, The
Confirmation Process (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Interim
Standards), and replace it, upon final issuance of a standard and approval from
the SEC. The proposed new standard

r

r
r

r
r

requires confirmation procedures for specific accounts, such as receivables that arise from credit sales, loans, or other transactions,
and also in response to significant risks that relate to the relevant assertions that can be adequately addressed by confirmation
procedures.
incorporates procedures in response to the risk of material misstatement, such as in the areas of investigating exceptions reflected on confirmation responses and evaluating nonresponses to
confirmation requests.
updates the confirmation guidance to reflect significant advances
in technology and explains that confirmation responses received
electronically (for example, by fax, by e-mail, through an intermediary, or by direct access) might involve additional risks relating
to reliability. Therefore, the auditor must perform additional requirements.
defines a confirmation response to include electronic or other
media.
enhances requirements when confirmation responses include disclaimers and restrictive language by requiring the auditor to evaluate the effect on the reliability of a confirmation response. Further, if the disclaimer or restrictive language causes doubts about
the reliability of a confirmation response, the auditor should obtain additional appropriate audit evidence.

.152 In drafting this proposed standard, the PCAOB considered the guidance contained in ISA 505, External Confirmations, and the AICPA's proposed
guidance on confirmations.
.153 The comment period for the PCAOB's proposed standard ended
September 13, 2010. A summary about the comments received was then discussed at the October 14, 2010, Standing Advisory Group (SAG) meeting. Respondents recommended that the proposed standard be modified to be more
principles and risk-based; include that the presumption to confirm receivables
may be overcome if the use of confirmations would be ineffective; and discuss
limitations on the use of internal audit or refer to AU section 322, The Auditor's
Consideration of the Internal Audit Function in an Audit of Financial Statements (AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, Interim Standards). SAG
noted that they would take the comments received into account as they deliberated their next steps with regard to the proposed standard. As of November
2012, the PCAOB is drafting a reproposal for the board's consideration.
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PCAOB Concept Release on Auditor Independence and Audit
Firm Rotation
.154 The PCAOB issued a concept release to solicit public comment on
ways that auditor independence, objectivity, and professional skepticism can
be enhanced, including mandatory rotation of audit firms. Mandatory audit
firm rotation would limit the number of consecutive years for which a registered public accounting firm could serve as the auditor of a public company.
The concept release also seeks comment on whether there are other measures
that could meaningfully enhance auditor independence, objectivity, and professional skepticism.
.155 The concept release notes that proponents of rotation believe that
setting a term limit on the audit relationship could free the auditor from the
effects of client pressure and offer an opportunity for a new review of the
company's financial reporting. However, it also notes that opponents have expressed concerns about the costs of changing auditors and believe that audit
quality may suffer in the early years of an engagement and that rotation could
exacerbate this phenomenon.
.156 The concept release includes 21 numbered questions as well as questions embedded in or implied by the text of the release. The questions address
several topics, which include the following:

r
r
r
r

Whether the current model in which the auditor is paid by its
audit client causes an inherent conflict that is not mitigated by
existing regulatory and other safeguards
Whether audit firm rotation would enhance auditor independence,
objectivity, and professional skepticism or whether there are other
alternatives that the PCAOB should consider
The advantages and disadvantages of mandatory audit firm rotation
The effect that a rotation requirement would have on costs to auditors and companies (direct and indirect), whether steps could be
taken to mitigate such costs, and how transitions between auditors are currently conducted

.157 Although the concept release was issued on August 15, 2011, the comment period was reopened until November 19, 2012. Additionally, the PCAOB
has held a series of public roundtables during 2012 to obtain the views of
numerous stakeholders, including issuers, auditors, directors (including audit committee members), regulators, academics, and users of financial statements. Readers may find the concept release, the related questions posed by
the PCAOB, and the current status of the release on the Rulemaking Releases
and Comments page on the PCAOB website at http://pcaobus.org.

PCAOB Pricing Sources Task Force
.158 The PCAOB, as announced at the SAG meeting on March 24, 2011,
has formed a task force known as the Pricing Sources Task Force. The group
focuses on the auditing of fair value of financial instruments that are not
actively traded and the use of third-party pricing sources. The task force assists
the PCAOB's Office of the Chief Auditor to gain insight into current issues
related to auditing the fair value of financial instruments, which may result in
the development of new standards or guidance. The task force comprises several
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members of the SAG, as well as other investors, preparers, and auditors, and
representatives from pricing services and brokers. Readers should be alert
to developments and are encouraged to visit the Pricing Sources Task Force
website at http://pcaobus.org.

FASB and IASB Joint Project on Investment Companies
.159 In October 2011, FASB issued the proposed ASU Financial Services—
Investment Companies (Topic 946): Amendments to the Scope, Measurement,
and Disclosure Requirements, which is a joint project with the IASB. The objective of FASB's project is to provide guidance regarding consolidation for an
investment company's controlling interests in other investment companies.
.160 FASB has begun redeliberations on the exposure draft in response to
comments received from the comment letter process, which closed February 15,
2012. Tentative decisions that, if confirmed, will be included in the final ASU
can be found on the Investment Companies—Joint Project of the FASB and
IASB page on FASB's website at www.fasb.org. Based on the project summary
to date, an entity that is regulated under the 1940 Act would automatically fall
within the scope of FASB ASC 946, Financial Services—Investment Companies,
regardless of whether the entity meets the proposed definition of an investment
company. Entities that are not regulated under the 1940 Act would be required
to meet specific criteria and also assess other typical characteristics to be an
investment company, which has changed from the proposed ASU issued in
2011.
.161 An entity would be required to meet the following definition of an
investment company, including consideration of typical characteristics of an
investment entity, which reflects a change from the previously proposed ASU:
a. An investment company is an entity that does both of the following:
i. Obtains funds from an investor or investors and provides
the investor(s) with professional investment management
services
ii. Commits to its investor(s) that its business purpose and
only substantive activities are investing the funds for returns from capital appreciation, investment income, or
both
b. An investment company and its affiliates do not obtain or have the
objective of obtaining returns or benefits from their investments
that are either of the following:
i. Other than capital appreciation or investment income
ii. Not available to noninvestors or are not normally attributable to ownership interests
.162 An entity also should assess all of the following typical characteristics
to be an investment company:
a. Multiple investments
b. Multiple investors
c. Investors that are not related to the parent entity or the investment
manager
d. Ownership interests in the form of equity or partnership interests
e. Fair value management of investments.
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.163 To determine whether the entity manages its investments on a fair
value basis, the entity would consider how it evaluates the performance of its
investments, how it transacts with its investors, and how asset-based fees are
calculated.
.164 An entity that does not meet the required criteria would not be an
investment company. However, not meeting one or more of the typical characteristics would not necessarily preclude an entity from being an investment
company. If an entity does not meet one or more of the typical characteristics, the entity would be required to justify how its activities continue to be
consistent with that of an investment company.
.165 In addition to the changes to the definition of an investment company,
the proposed ASU originally required that an investment company measure all
other investments, other than controlling interests in investment companies
and investment property entities including interests in investment companies
and investment property entities that the investment company can significantly influence, at fair value with changes recognized in net income. Controlling interests by an investment company in other investment companies and
investment property entities would be required to be consolidated by the investment company. Based on redeliberations, FASB has subsequently decided
that it will not provide additional guidance on consolidation of controlling interests by an investment company in other investment companies or investment
property entities and would instead allow investment companies to continue
to follow the current guidance, although it has resulted in varying industry
practice in this area. To improve transparency about an investment company's
interest in other investment companies, FASB has decided that reporting entities should disclose certain additional information for each significant interest
in an unconsolidated investment company.
.166 FASB has also currently elected to amend FASB ASC 946-210-50-9 to
require all investment companies (regulated and nonregulated) to disclose each
investment owned by an investee fund that represents a significant portion of
the reporting investment company's net assets at the reporting date. FASB ASC
946-210-50-9 currently requires such disclosure for investments which exceed
5 percent of the reporting investment company's net assets at the reporting
date.
.167 Some advisers to investment companies (such as private equity funds
or registered investment companies) set up blocker entities that may be wholly
owned, although in some cases, various funds hold interests in the blocker.
Potential consolidation implications may arise for funds that invest into such
blockers, as FASB ASC 946 is silent on consolidation of blocker entities by
an investment company. As such, diversity in practice exists, especially for
nonregistered investment companies with less than 100 percent ownership in
such blocker entities. However, generally in such cases, an investment company
would consolidate a wholly owned blocker.
.168 Readers should remain alert for developments on this topic, which
can be accessed from the Technical Plan and Project Updates page at
www.fasb.org.

FASB and IASB Joint Project on Consolidation
.169 The objective of FASB and the IASB's joint project on consolidation is
to consider comprehensive guidance for consolidation of all entities, including
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those controlled by voting or similar interests. In November 2011, FASB issued
the proposed ASU Consolidation (Topic 810): Principal versus Agent Analysis.
Also, in 2011, the IASB issued IFRS 10, Consolidated Financial Statements.
Although under the proposed guidance the IASB and FASB's consolidation
models will continue to differ, in general, the models are expected to lead to
similar conclusions.
.170 Of the many aspects of this project, FASB has proposed an agent
versus principal model for decision makers, which may affect investment advisers. Although the proposed amendments continue to require an evaluation
of whether a decision maker has a variable interest in an entity, the amendments also incorporate a separate qualitative analysis to determine whether
the decision maker is using its power in a principal or an agent capacity. The
assessment of a decision maker's power as a principal or an agent would focus
on the rights held by other parties, the compensation to which the decision
maker is entitled in accordance with its compensation agreement(s), and the
decision maker's exposure to variability of returns because of other interests it
holds in the entity.
.171 This proposal will also align consolidation considerations for investment entities structured as limited partnerships (and similar structures) to
include the principal versus agent analysis and eliminate the guidance under
Emerging Issues Task Force Issue No. 04-5, Investor's Accounting for an Investment in a Limited Partnership When the Investor Is the Sole General Partner
and the Limited Partners Have Certain Rights, with respect to the impact of
simple majority kick out rights on the consolidation analysis for such entities.
.172 This guidance would eliminate the deferral in ASU No. 2010-10,
Consolidation (Topic 810): Amendments for Certain Investment Funds, and
add the principal versus agent analysis to the consolidation assessment under
FASB ASC 860, Transfers and Servicing. Potential concerns that have arisen as
a result of the proposed guidance relate to (a) the relevance of certain variable
interest entity disclosures when the decision maker is an agent and (b) the
applicability of consolidation to money market funds.
.173 Readers should remain alert for developments on this topic, including
a listing of issues identified in comment letters received to date and the full
text of the proposed ASU, which can be accessed from the Technical Plan and
Project Updates page at www.fasb.org.

FASB and IASB Joint Project on Revenue Recognition
.174 The joint Revenue Recognition project of FASB and the IASB is
intended to clarify the principles for recognizing revenue and develop a common
revenue standard for GAAP and IFRSs that would

r
r
r
r

remove inconsistencies and weaknesses in existing revenue recognition standards;
provide a more robust framework for addressing revenue recognition issues;
improve comparability of revenue recognition practices across entities, industries, jurisdictions, and capital markets; and
simplify the preparation of financial statements by reducing the
number of requirements to which entities must refer.
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.175 As a result of the joint initiative, FASB issued proposed ASU (Revised) Revenue Recognition (Topic 605): Revenue from Contracts with Customers. The proposal was originally issued June 24, 2010. However, in response to feedback received from nearly 1,000 comment letters and extensive
outreach activities, FASB further refined the original proposal and reexposed
the proposal November 14, 2011, and, again, January 4, 2012. The core principle of the proposed standard is that an entity would recognize revenue from
contracts with customers when it transfers promised goods or services to the
customer. The amount of revenue recognized would be the amount of consideration promised by the customer in exchange for the transferred goods or
services.
.176 Under the proposed revenue recognition model, investment advisers
(particularly for hedge funds and private equity funds) would face new challenges to meet the requirements to recognize management and performance
fees. Under the current guidance, FASB ASC 605-20-S99 provides two acceptable methods for recognizing revenue during interim periods for arrangements
that contain performance-based fees that are not finalized until the end of a
period specified in a contract. Under the first method, advisers do not record
any incentive fee income until the end of the contract year. The other method
would allow performance fees to be accrued based on a hypothetical liquidation
of the managed entities assets at fair value as of the reporting date. However,
sometimes these performance-based fees are finalized annually and other times
these fees are not finalized until the end of the fund (which could be 10 to 15
years after its inception). Thus, the reporting entity must make a policy election concerning which method to use and disclose the policy in accordance with
FASB ASC 235-10-50 and SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin Topic 13, Revenue
Recognition.
.177 The new standard will eliminate the policy election and require recognition of the performance fees once it becomes essentially fixed (upon actual
sale of investments or meeting other performance criteria and the fee is crystallized). Commenters to FASB's proposal indicate that the amount the entity
is reasonably assured to be entitled and can recognize as revenue may result
in the deferral of significant amounts of revenue until long after cash has been
received by the fund and distributed to employees (as compensation).
.178 The new standard will eliminate the policy election and require recognition of the performance fees once it becomes essentially fixed (upon actual
sale of investments or meeting other performance criteria and the fee is crystallized). Commenters to FASB's proposal indicate that the amount the entity
is reasonably assured to be entitled and can recognize as revenue may result
in the deferral of significant amounts of revenue until long after cash has been
received by the fund and distributed to employees (as compensation). Further,
the proposed ASU contains guidance that would supersede the guidance in
FASB ASC 946-605 relating to distributor transfer of rights to certain future
distribution fees and distribution fees and costs for mutual funds with no frontend sales fees. FASB ASC 946-604-25-3 would also be amended to require the
recognition of all offering costs as expenses when incurred unless those costs
are eligible for capitalization in accordance with paragraphs 4–7 of FASB ASC
340-40-25.
.179 Example 13 of the proposed ASU uses asset management fees to
illustrate the guidance for constraining cumulative revenue to amounts that
are reasonably assured. The example includes a scenario of an entity entering
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into a contract with a client to provide asset management services for one year.
However, the definition of a client for this purpose and the party that should be
considered as the investment adviser's client (for example, assume an investor
purchased shares in a mutual fund managed by the advisers) is not specifically
described in the example. Under current industry practices, the fund itself is
considered the client. However, if the investor is the client, an entity may need
to consider the length of time an investor is expected to be invested in the
fund and develop an expectation of revenue throughout that period. Typically,
investment advisers renew contracts each year through their distributor and
the fund pays the distributor a fee based on average net assets. Additionally,
if the investor is deemed to be the client, then the adviser may need to perform
an analysis regarding the adviser's collectability of management and other fees
from individual shareholders.
.180 Readers should remain alert for developments on this topic, which
can be accessed from the Technical Plan and Project Updates page at www
.fasb.org.

Transfers and Servicing
.181 In March 2012, FASB added a project to its agenda to reexamine the
guidance in FASB ASC 860 with an emphasis on the effective control criteria
and financial statement disclosures. Although not explicitly mentioning dollar
roll transactions, or distinguishing between repurchase agreements and dollar
rolls, this project may scope in dollar rolls. Readers should remain alert for
developments on this topic, which can be accessed from the Technical Plan and
Project Updates page at www.fasb.org.

Additional FASB Technical Plan and Project Updates
.182 The following bullet points provide a listing of additional current
FASB projects that may affect your investment companies. Further information
on each of these projects can be accessed from the Technical Plan and Project
Updates page at www.fasb.org.

r
r
r

Accounting for Financial Instruments
Accounting for Financial Instruments: Liquidity and Interest
Rate Disclosures
Liquidation Basis of Accounting and Going Concern

Resource Central
.183 The following are various resources that practitioners engaged in the
investment companies industry may find beneficial.

Publications
.184 Practitioners may find the following publication useful. Choose the
format best for you—online or print.

r

Audit and Accounting Guide Investment Companies (2012) (product nos. AAGINV12E [e-book], WIN-XX [online], or AAGINV12P
[paperback])
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Webcasts
.185 Stay plugged in to what is happening and earn CPE credit right
from your desktop. AICPA webcasts are high quality CPE programs that bring
you the latest topics from the profession's leading experts. Broadcast live, they
allow you to interact with the presenters and join in the discussion. If you
cannot make the live event, each webcast is archived. For additional details
on available webcasts, please visit www.cpa2biz.com/AST/AICPA CPA2BIZ
Browse/Store/Webcasts.jsp.

Member Service Center
.186 To order AICPA products, receive information about AICPA activities, and get help with your membership questions, call the AICPA Service
Operations Center at 888.777.7077.

Hotlines
Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline
.187 Do you have a complex technical question about GAAP, other comprehensive bases of accounting, or other technical matters? If so, use the AICPA's
Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline. AICPA staff will research your
question and call you back with the answer. The hotline is available from
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET on weekdays. You can reach the Technical Hotline at
877.242.7212 or online at www.aicpa.org/Research/TechnicalHotline. Members
can also e-mail questions to aahotline@aicpa.org. Additionally, members can
submit questions by completing a Technical Inquiry form found on the same
website.

Ethics Hotline
.188 In addition to the Technical Hotline, the AICPA also offers an Ethics
Hotline. Members of the AICPA's Professional Ethics Team answer inquiries
concerning independence and other behavioral issues related to the application
of the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct. You can reach the Ethics Hotline
at 888.777.7077 or by e-mail at ethics@aicpa.org.

AICPA Online Professional Library: Accounting and
Auditing Literature
.189 The AICPA has created your core accounting and auditing library
online. The AICPA Online Professional Library is now customizable to suit
your preferences or your firm's needs. Or, you can sign up for access to the
entire library. Get access—anytime, anywhere—to FASB ASC, the AICPA's
latest Professional Standards, Technical Practice Aids, Audit and Accounting
Guides, Audit Risk Alerts, U.S. GAAP Financial Statements—Best Practices
in Presentation and Disclosure (formerly, Accounting Trends and Techniques),
and more. To subscribe to this essential online service for accounting professionals, visit www.cpa2biz.com.

Codified Clarity Standards
.190 The first place you can obtain the codified clarity standards is in
AICPA Professional Standards in the AICPA Online Professional Library.
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Although the individual SASs are available in paperback, this online codified
resource is what you need to update your firm audit methodology and begin
understanding how clarity changes certain ways you perform your audits. Visit
www.cpa2biz.com and search for product no. WPS-XX to obtain access to AICPA
Professional Standards online.
.191 The codification of clarified standards includes various resources,
including

r
r
r
r

a preface, "Principles Underlying the Conduct of an Audit in Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards";
a glossary of terms defined in the standards;
appendixes describing the differences between GAAS and the
ISAs; and
a table mapping the extant AU sections to the clarified AU sections.

.192 The AICPA publishes annually, in paperback, the codified standards in both the Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards (product
nos. ACODSAS12P or ACODSAS12E) and Professional Standards (product no.
APS12P) in April and August, respectively.

Financial Reporting Center of AICPA.org
.193 CPAs face unprecedented changes in financial reporting. As such,
the AICPA has created the Financial Reporting Center to support you in the
execution of high quality financial reporting. This center provides exclusive
member-only resources for the entire financial reporting process and can be
accessed at www.aicpa.org/frc.
.194 The Financial Reporting Center provides timely and relevant news,
guidance, and examples supporting the financial reporting process, including accounting, preparing financial statements and performing compilation
reviews, audit, attest, or assurance and advisory engagements.
.195 For example, the Financial Reporting Center offers a dedicated section to the Clarity Project. For the latest resources available to help you implement the clarified standards, visit the "Improving the Clarity of Auditing
Standards" page at www.aicpa.org/SASClarity.

Fair Value Measurement Workshop
.196 The AICPA offers an annual fair value measurements workshop in
the fall. The fair value workshop is a two-day conference designed to update
attendees on recent developments related to fair value measurements. The
fair value measurements workshop will discuss conceptual issues in using fair
value measurements and provide examples of valuation measurements. This
in-depth, interactive workshop will provide detailed examples of measuring the
fair value of individual assets, especially as prepared by a valuation specialist. Through case studies, examples, and discussion, the workshop will show
members in business and industry as well as their outside auditing firms the
information necessary to confront the challenges in making and attesting to
fair value measurements. For further information about the conference, call
888.777.7077 or visit www.cpa2biz.com.
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AICPA Industry Expert Panel—Investment Companies
.197 For information about the activities of the AICPA Investment
Companies Industry Expert Panel, visit the panel's website at www.aicpa
.org/InterestAreas/FRC/IndustryInsights/Pages/Expert Panel Investment
Companies.aspx.

Industry Websites
.198 The Internet covers a vast amount of information that may be valuable to auditors of investment companies, including current industry trends
and developments. Some of the more relevant sites for auditors with investment company clients include those shown in the following table:
Organization

Website

Investment Company Institute

www.ici.org

Securities and Exchange Commission

www.sec.gov

Commodities Futures Trading Commission

www.cftc.gov

Financial Industry Regulation Authority

www.finra.org

Mutual Fund Directors Forum

www.mfdf.com

Independent Directors Council

www.idc.org

.199 The financial services practices of some of the larger CPA firms
also may contain industry-specific auditing and accounting information that is
helpful to auditors.
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